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ABSTRACT

The purpose f this investigation was to deSign and test

an information-bliciting question instrument in order to

determine whether the structurcs in the verbal responses of

. young Mexican-American, bilingual children entering school would

reveal the covert matal operations, concepts and oral language

.skills elicited. .The 'basic objettive was to makc an indcpth

study of such problems as thc relationship between language

and thoughthow the bilingual child uscs his thought as content

for his language, and how hc uscs his language to structurc hi

thought-71anguage interference (mixing and cod.e-switching), and

fluency. It was therefore limited to 6 Ss (3.kindergartners .

and 3 first graders includiri 3 bdys and 3 girls, ages 6-7), who

were used as their own contrcls. Th. instrupent consisted of 112

(56 parallel) questions in both English and Spanish. A phrasc

structure analysis of thc data Collected was made in order to

determine if a set: of CVCil nccds had been fulfilled as expressed

by the early childhood bilingual,teachers who prccipitated thc

study. An.ad hoc analysis was made to clarify any inconsistencies

and to determine thosc.questions which either fai/cd to elicit

any vcrhal information or evoked dissonant: information. In the

proccss,a bilingual- rating was assigned to each S as it relates

to language and thought.
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Thc overall results revealed that the purpose and

objective were achieved, and that the needs of the teachers

were fulfilled. The results suggest the following con-

clusions: (1) The instrument, in its present form, accounts

for the language and thought components it elicited. (2) It

offers a different approach to the study of bilingualism in

.children entering school, and is thereby a 1.mrthwhile con-
.

tribution to.bilingual research, as well as to .the develop-

ment and implementation of bilingual programs. (3) It

, .

-7-revealed the-match or mismatch between the language and

tho ght processes already acquired by the Ss and those re-
.

quired for academic success with school-relateditasks. This

7

:was done through discovering something of the bilingual

child's ability todecode a conVention,and fit.-dt into and

interpret it according to his existing' conceptual system in

two languages. lnaddition, the results of the data dispel-

the-view that a young bilingual child's initial ability to

experience measUre of academic success in school is primarily

a language problem. The'data suggest that it is a combination

of at least finir complex problems,. including (a) the capacity to

cons-ciously attend to a convention; th) the capacity to decode'

that convention, re-encode -it and verbally respqd to it; (c)

the capacity for both inference and reference; and (d).the

capacity to engage in the joint activity of conscious operational

'thinking, conceptualizing (symbolizing) andlanguaging.

4
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Eliciting Covert Mental Operations,
Concepts and Oral!Lafiguage Skills in

Young Bilingual Children

1. Introduction

It has been increaSingly accepted in th^ past decade to

consider bilingual competence as theabil.ity to operate in

specified sociolinguistic situations in two languages with'

specified ease or-effect.. Th12%view has been greatly influenced /

by the indepth insights of Spolsky (1969), McNamara (1966),

Lambert (1955), fishman (1965, 1969a; 1969b), and Mackey (1968).

It has resulted in stunning perceptions of flie nature:of
V

bilingualism and has permitted the application of powerful

techniques of assessing bilingualism in children entering

school bdsed on observableand quantifiable data (Hollomon, 1973).

1.1 -Context of the Problem

Depth of insight' is often earned at the cost of variety of

perspective. Consequently, while muchbas been learned about

the problems of assessing bilingual.ism!in children entering

school, we bave perhaps coierlooked,iffiportant! !crmsiderations re-

lative to the covert mental operations :.nd the concepts

and skills. revealed in the phrase structLIc: .0f/a bilingual

I

child's responses to information-eliciting.q.estions in the testing

situation. Our oVersig4 has, perhaps, turned our attention away
!,...,

from the degree of match or mismatch between the modes of

language .and thought processes required for 4cademic success in

school related tasks and the cognitive,processes which bilingual

2.
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children entering school have already mastered. Therefore,

we believe that more attention should be paid to this, groblem

because too little attention was paid to it in the past, and

because it is very imliortant in the asSessment of bilingualism

in chilAren beginning school':

The young bilingUal child's uses of.either or both of his

languages as instruments of thought are Cruaal to understanding

whether or not he is able to initially cope verbally with

academic tasks in either a bilingual or unilingual.school. Be-

cause this area has not been adequately investigated, the agsess:

ment of bilingualism in children entering school has been dis-

torted. That distortiOn has, of course, been in the direction .

of a preoccupation with language dominance,,code mixing and code

svi_tching, syntactical and contextualvariables as manifested

in the-results of assessment techniques sUch'as rating scales,

word-naming and verb-production Sentence imitation-repetition,

and so-cailed fiee or spontaneous speech tests.

It is. a preoccupation whose results have hopefully purged us

of simple-minded technique's of-bilingual assessment, and cleared

the ground for a more pragmatically oriented approach to the

study of bilingualism--that. i.s--the.relationship between the

,strueturcsaf the verbal wsponses of the child in his.two

lani!uages and his/ability to think and conceptualize his thoughts

in either or both languages. As theorized in this investigation,

his ability to vcrbally structure his twolanguages reveals both

9



how he uscd them as instruments of his thought and as mcans of

conceptualizing his cognitiVe processes as manifested in his

. .

verbal skills (Taba, 1967). These combined functions are a

joint'activity of thinking and langlaging--each requiring joint

attention. Indeed, the.very structurcs of his reponses to

information7cliciting questions reflect thesc.funCtions. What

is needed then., is not so much a better understanding of

language dominance.and how the bilingual structures his two

languages per sc, but 'a better understanding of how he uses

them to structure his thought and eorivey mess'ages, based on

universal cognitive processes and his already acquired con-

ceptual systcm, as revealed in his aural-oral language skills.

Prom this perspective, we can combine traditional methods-of

bilingual assessment with a new approach, and gain some useful

insights not so much intd whai bilingualism is, as to how the

bilingual uses his two languages as instruments of his thought--

how his thinking serves as content.for his languages, and how

his languages mediate and siructure his thinking.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

The purposc of this inveStigation was threefold: (1) to'

design an effective instrument for questioning young bilingual

children entering school; (2) to usc that instrument to deter-

mine whether er nct rhe language structures in this verbal

responses to a. set of information-eliciting questions would

reveal thc covert mental operations, concepts and verbal skills

3
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elicited in English and in Spanish;- and (3) to determine the extent

tc which the instrument could be used to assess the bilingual

.child's ability to initially meet the language and thought re-

quirements for academic success ln school related tasks.

Consequently, this investigation was not concerned so much

with an analysis of the grammatical structures in a subject's

responses as it was with his ability to encode a convention of

request, which requires attention and understanding, before.

he can,romprehend, structure, and give appropriate responses.

The relationship between the function of , Verbal response and

its phrase structure, we shall argUe later, is crucial to

understanding the bilingual child's ability to think and con-

ceptualize his thoughts in either or both his languages. It

is the interplay, the'ability to switch, between the two\that

peitits the,child to opera.50 in either language in specified

sociolinguistic situations with specified ease or effect.

The structurr of the bilingual child's verbal responses

mayhelin very good correspondence with his covert mental

okrations, concepts; and aural-oral language skills: His

communicative competence must reflect the nature of the mental

opqrations whose output it encodes. In this manner, the verbal

structures of his responses arc central to the issue of
ws

language and thought.

-It is assumed that mental.development'and language de-

velopment take place in an irreversible-sequence. That is, the

4
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'NN ,/
sequence is invariant in that it is fixed, and cumulative in

that the child's language development and thiight are
\

qualitativelY higher as manifested in his per\formance on

varidus tasks in a specific sequence. Child-\development

literature supports this assumption. There i empirical evi-
;

dence that a uniform sequence -Nf ability devefopment takes

pface similarly in all children (Piaget, 1926;;Bayley, 1936;
c ;

Gesell, 1940; Lillie', 1975). Consequently, our objective was not

to find out how much of each language a child had already ac-

quired, but rather to construct an.information-cliciting question
1

instrument and 'test its effectiveness in determining how he uses

his languages to verbally express the cognitive abilities and

concepts he.already had. The covert mental operations and

concepts were inferred.- The oral language skills were mani-

\ fested in the structures of the verbal responses.

\1.3 ilackground of Investigation

It'is significant that the background of this inVestigation

was based on the following seven needs expressed by bilingual

early childhood teachers enrolled in a graduate course on

language development during early childhood at the University of

Texas at San Antonio during the sprinvsetester of 1975.'

- -
There was a need ta-kneir4 if parallel information-

questions, in both English and Spanish, arranged in

an ascending order of difficulty, would evoke the same or

similar verbal strUctures in the responses oT bilingual children,.

5
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entering school, and whether or not these structures would reve

the-same or similar covert mental operations, concepts, and

language skilis.

2. There was a need to know how to determine the extent

to which young,Spanish-English speaking children are more pro-

ficient in verbalizing concepts and skills requisite.for

- academic suCceS5 in-Spanish, or in English, or equally preficie

in both at the:time they enter school, whether the school is

bilingual Or. uriilingual%

3. There was a need to know,whether young Spanish-EnglIsh

speaking children/can handle lower and higher order concepts

elicited'by loiver and higher order information-eliciting

questions equally well in both languages.or'better in one.

4.: There was a need to develop a technique that could be

effectively used to discover the match or mismatch betWeen the

verbal language and cognitive abilities already aeciUired by

bilingual children entering school and these required fur

academic success in 'School related tasks.

5. There was a need te know tbe extent to which the

technique of using informating7eliciting questions would evoke

verbal responses.in the appropriate language, and the extent to

wkirk nef:ts,sc 1,^1.1.1



bilingual child is more fluent-in one of his languagcsi: or

equally fluent in both,, as measured by the number of pauses

(seconds) occurring after a question was asked (aftcr a three-

second lapse of time) and before the response was initiated,

and the number of pauses occurring within responses.

7.. There was a need to know how to listen to and interpret

the verbal responSes of young bilingual children in the teaching-

learning situation that cans, language forth, using information-

eliciting questions that appeal to their senses, things they

can perceive in their,physical and social milieus.

In our efforts.to fulfill these needs, this investigation

of bilingualism in children entering school is another attempt

to solve some of the most basic problems in human psychology,

which.are of personal'concern to at least half of the world's

population.

Our major concern was to develop and test an information-.

eliciting question instrument that was flexible enough to,be

effectively used to yield a sufficient amount'of observable.and

quantifiable data for purposes.Of making a descriptive

analysis and discussion. Wer therefore limited our investi-

gation to the same six subjects who were used as their own

controls. In this way, it was possible for us to make a more

101.

indepth study of such basic probleMs as the relationship between

language and thought, language interference as it refers to

mixing and switching between the two languages, and fluency.

7
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This Was due to thc fact that the subjccts had a single level

(pre-operational) of cognitive, development, and, in instanccs

of three of thc six subjects, apparently two differcnt levels

of language development. Wc assumed that no new elementary

concepts or mental operations were needed to yield thc degree of

match or mismatch between the modes of language and thought that
t

the subjects had already acquired and those required for

academic success in school related tasks. In the process, we

were able to assign each subjcct a bilingual rating.

8
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2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In our attempt to construct an information-eliciting question

instrument that would evoke appropriate verbal responses from

children entering school, which would yield their

abilities to handle five basic concepts as manifested in their

oral language skills and triggered by their,covert mental

operations, we, like Tobovits (1969, p. 105), saw no wisdom or

advantage in ignoring the petential'contribtition of 'theoretical

. 5
and research developments in the related fields concerned with

11,

the study of language. Consequently, this'revipw is divided

into two sections: One deals with the general area of the pro-

blem, and the other dealt with the specific arca of the problem.

2.1 General Area of th Problem

Research. Aows th-t manrchildren from Spanish surnamed

families often speak Spanish in the:home, and English

school (Hollomon,. J973). A large number of Mexican-Americans

.%1

from disadvantaged backgrounds seem to lack sufficient mastery

of either language (Manuel, 1965)%. These children have pro-

blems in school because they have'difficulty understanding

instructions, and seem to be inhibited in verbal communi-

cation, Sanchez (1954) addresned the probtem or bilingual

deficiency in noting that frequently a child only han frag-

ments in two languages. This linguistic deficit results in the

real problem, "retardation in coacpptualization." In such a

9
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case the child-lacks the competence to verbalize hiA thoughts,

ideas, concepts and feelings,-and.the ability to recode in-

coming information.

.Slobin (1972) points out that redarch fo_child language
.

developMent has demonstrated that children learn language the

same way all around the world; that tlesiAte the diversity of

tongues, there are linguistic universals that seem to rest .

upon the developmental universals of the human mind, and, that

every normal child matters his particular native tongue, and,

Aearns basic princiPles in a universal order common to all .-
children.

,Cazden (HeSs & Bear,t196B) proposes "that the acquisition

of grammar-and vocabulary require different kinds of environ-

mental assistance. Learning the meaning of words and thereby-

1

the.rlations,.aMong ideas seems to benefit from active tuition
1

in the:form of Conversation between the child and an interested

adult". (p. 136)1/. In Carrow's (1967) etudy, she exaMined the

IT
influence of blingualism on Oral:language. She found no

significal,t di ference between the bilinguals and the

monolingUals ol measures of verbal output, clause lengths,

degree of suboi

Howevor, monoli

and to have fet,

dination, and complexity of sentence ,structure..,

ogoals were found to possess larger vocabularies,

cr articulation errors. Bilinguals made the nnst

commonerrors in the use of appropriate tense and appropriate

prepoSitions. She concluded that bilingualsim is detrimental to

langUage mal6tel*.

10
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Cohen (1970) concluded that ."It seems that at the first-

,grade'levermany.Mexican-AmeriCans arc not sure Which code

,they are using--not just the label, but the actual compOnents

of speech" (p. 33)., This lack.of'code consciousness Was also

found to be prevalent athong the six- and seven-year-old Tekas

children that Cervenka (1967) tested. Weinreich (1951) con-

cluded that bilinguals deviate from the norms an either

language. I-.qe learns a language,the inperfections Of

incomplete or haphazard.learning would have to be built in, and
,

the system,might well be partially inConsistCnt as weil'as
0.

incomplete .(Bolinger, I968,p. 37). Rubin (1968) and

Gumperi and Hernandez-Chavez (Cazden,.John, & Hymes, 1972)

haVe shown that in bilingual societies social information.is

conveyed by a switch.from one language to another.

Expertl inchild language acquisition have studied the

development of questioning and answering in::the young child

(BellUgi, in Riegel, 1565; Brown, 1968; Ervin-Tripp, in Hayes,

1970) Others have looked-into the techniques of questioning;

listening; and'understanding the language of young children

.(Sund; 1975, Yonemurd, 1975) However, there is a need, to

know which forms of wh-questions inbOth languages clicit.which.

verbal structures.that manifest what concepts and skills that

trigger which mental operations in the young Mexican-American

bilingual child at the time he enters school.

18



2.2 Specific Area of the Problem'

This investigation considers a different perspective on

the study of bilingualism.. -"Achievement tests, which have

been used in most bilingual research to date,.are influenced

by many factors other than conceptual thinking; notably
A

knowledge, culture, and the quality of instruction" (Collison,

1974, p. 442). Other bilingual assessmen_t_taehniqUdi-have

fdealt with linguistic interference, language dominance, and

. contrastive features found in the speaker"of two languages

(Hollomon, 1973). This 'investigation circumvents these pro-
,

blems by using information-tliciting questions to evoke un-.

tutored responses from Children in their vernacular Spanish

and in their everyday English to study their covert mental

-operations, conceptual thinking.levels and oral language

skills based on their verbal.responses. Before deSCribing,

the present inV6stigation, a discOSsien Ofthe relationship

between language and thought in Children entering school-is

in. order.

Both language.and thought depend on perception. To ask

-

whether thought or language comes first, or whether one is more

important than the other, is like asking which is more iM=

portant to the farmer,the chicken or the eggs. One must under-

stand the interdependence Of both to understand either. lt is

pointless to consider the two separately. As viewed by-

Piaget (Duckworth, 1964), the level,of understanding seems to

modify the language that is 'used, rather than vice versa.



Mainly, language serves to translate what is already under-

stood; gr else language may,even present a danger if it is

used to introduce an idea which is not yet accessible. Leo

Tolstoy realized more clearly than most other educators,

during his time, the impossibility of'simply relaying a coll-

cept in language from adult to child. 761e development of

concepts, or word' meanings,. presupposes the ddvelopment of
v-

many intellectual functions: deliberate attentlon, 'logical

memory, abstraction, the ability to compare and to differentiate'

(Vygotsky, 1962, p. 83). These complex mental operations can-
. l'

.
)

not be maStered through the initial learning alone, but rather

through repeated interactions, analogies, and logical trans-

formatiOns.

Both language and thought develop within situations. Con-

sequently, the child acquires new concepts and words from the

specific contexts of his physical and social environment.

Language is the adcompanying verbal expression ofthe meanings

of the messa'ges conveyed in the interactions between the child

, r

and his environment. It giies form to the content of thought

embodied in the interactions. It serves to articulate, mediate,

and expand*all perception in a symbolic code. As. it-relates -

to mental operations, it is used to unify and focus 'all child

_
thought.

Although d child can_understand'Many complex language

structures before he can use them, this understanding is very

13
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elementary and usually situation bound. This supports the

premise that:thought does in fact precede language, and, in

fact, is a pre-condition for language development, if we expect

children to know the meaning of whatthey. say. Dewey (1933,

p, 230) held three theeretical positions on the relationship

between languitige and thought. "First, that they arc identical;

-second, that words Are the garb or.clothing of thought, -

necessary not for thought, but only for conveying it; and third,

that while language is nbt thought, it is, necessary for thinking

as welt as for commuilication."
. .

Vygotsky (1962) departs from_Dewey's positioA. He pro-

poses that Concept formation is a complwc and genuine act of

thought tliat can be accomplished only when the_childis mental

'development itsclf has_ reached the_reqUisite level. He,

emphasize's that at any_age, a coneept,eMbodied in a word re-

presents an-det of 'generalization, but word meanings eVolve.

When a new word has been.learned by the child,

rits,development is barely" starting; the word

.at first is a generalization of the most pri-

mitive type; as the child's intellect develops,

it:is replaced by generalizations of a higher

and higher type--a process that lends in thc.

end to the formation of true concepts" (p. 3).

Vygotsky holds that there can be-words without thought and, con-

',

versely, thought without words. HoweVer, language can evoke

14
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thought and; Conversely, thought can eVoke language. Cofi-

sequently, word meanings can,change with the variou0ways in

which thought functions, and the functions of thought can

cliange the meanings of words as the child develops. Vygotsky's

leading idea can be reduced to this formula:

The relation of thought to word is not a thing

but a.process, a continual movement back and forth

from thought to word and from word to thought. In,

that process tbc relation of-thought to word under-

goes changes whih c themselves may be regarded-as
4

development io the functional sense. Thought is

not merely expres3ed in Words; it comes into

existence through them. Every thought tends to

connect somâthing with something e15e, to

establish a relationship between things:. Every

thought moves, grows, and develops', fulfills a
,

function, solves a problem (p. 125).

Vygotsky,views, the development of thinking as a hierarchy
4.

of conceptual structures. He characterizes oral language as

representing four qualitatively different levels of relation-

ship thinking. "Relationship thinking refers tolinkages among

a group of perceived objects or events and varied in the degree

of AstraCtion at the different levels" (Collison, 1974, p.443).

The four levels,are syncretic thinking, complex thinking, Es?

conceptual thinking., and true conceptual thinking. Because this

4,1
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----
investiiition is limited to thc language andN,thoughi in bi-
_

linguaLchildren entering school, ages five through seven, only

thc first two levels., arc discussed here/ floweveY, each level

of thinking is the result of a complex activitY in which all

the basic intellectual functions take place. rhey ate the

mcans by which the child directs his mental operations; controls
.

thcir course, and channels them toward the solution of the

problem confronting him.

Syncrctic thinking; according to Vygotsky, develops asl the

young child takes the first step'toward concept formation when

- he puts together a number of objects in an unorganized con-

.gcries,, or "heap," in order to solve a problem or answer a

question. At that stage of developtent and thought,_word

meaning denotes nothing more to the child than_a Vague syncretic

.conglomeration of individual objects that have somehow or othcr

coalesced into an image in hismind.

.11c considers this image to be highly Unstable because of

its syncretic origin. This is the lowest level of thinking:

Based on the Wcikart, Rogers, Adcock and McClelland (1971)

cognitively oriented curriculum content areas, the two lower

levels of conceptualizing in this,investigation are referred to

a!, c1a.;.;ification, consisting of relational (association),

descriptivo (1.(!., color, size, shape) , and generic (conceptual

class; i.e., animal) ; and seriation, consisting of ordering

of sizes, quantities, and quNliti.



Vygotsky defines complex thinking as comprising many variations

in which individual objects:are united in the child's mind not

only by his subjective impressions but also by bonds actually

existing between these objects. He views this new achievement,

as an ascent to a much higher level. Thus, when the child

moves Lp to that level, he has partly outgrown his egocentrism.

longer mistakes connections between his own impressions
Y,

for connections between things--a 6scisive step away f,rom
1

syncretism.toward objective thinking" (p..61). Complex thought

_is coherent and objective thinking, although it does not reflect

hobj ctivo relatianships 'in the same way as conceptual thinking.

It begins the unification of scattered impressions; by

organizing discrete elements of 'experience into groups, it

I

creates a basis for later generalization.

i

,

c
. . ,

To. form such a concept, VygotskY holds, i t is also necessary

to abstract, to single out.clements, and to view the.abstracted

/elementS apart from the totality of the concrete experience in

'which they arc embedded. Consequently, the advanced concept of

inference or generalization presupposes more:than unification,

becaUsc in genuine concept formation, it is equally important

to unite and to separate: :"Synthesis must be combined- with

analySis. Complex thinking cannot do both. Its very essence

is.overabundance, overproduction of connections, and weakness

in abstraction" (p. 76). This second requirement is the function

17
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of the processewhat ripen,only during the third phase in the

development of-concept formation, though their beginnings

reach. back into muCh earlier periods. As treated in this in-

vestigation, based'on the Weikart et.alcognitively oriented

curriculum content areas, the two higher levels of conceptua-

lizing thinking are referred to as spatial relations, con--

sisting of an awareness of body, position, location, direction,

'distance; and temporal relations, consisting'0 beginning and

ending.of time intervals, orde-ring'of events, and different

,

lengths of time within time periods. The highest level in-

.,

eluded is cause and effect relationships to determine the,.

child's ability tojleal with these concepts, which rpquire him

to unitc and to Separateto synthesize and'analyze.

- The child's ability to respond to verbal cues depends on

what already is in his conceptual system and the mental
4

operations requisite to cul l that system intoplay. His.

language development is not an isolated aspect of his intel-

leetual development but an essential part of the sOcialization

process cHebb, Lambert, Tucker, 103). H abis ility to

translate-what he already kvs into language depends on the way

he perceived, recalled, or imagined the evont or object. He ,may

recall a compl'ex event in a different order from that in which'

ii was originally perceived. The progressive socializatio,n of

thinking is the very essence of the child's language develop-

ment. His language development plays a constructive part in the

18



socialization process, and thereby affects his development o

thought. They are hot in conflict of antagonistic, mutually ex-

clusive forms Of development. The child moves from egocentric

thought to sociocentric thought "when he passes from primitive

wordless perccption to perception of objects guided by and

expressed in wordsperception in terms of meaning" (Vygotsky,

1962, p. 91). The socialization of, thought marks,an ascent

a much higher level of thinking. Therefore, the child's ability_

to identify, lr.bel, and list-objects and'eventS in his physiCal

and social environment is not only an expression of his verbal

skills, but also an index to the covert mental operations he

uses to acquire his conceptual system.

It is an accepted truth that we develop all concepts through

the senses. herefore, the notion thai the senses arc also

capable of a'astract thought seems plausible. According to

Arnhcim (Petersen, 1972, p. 58), when ,the child perceives an

object, he grasps the essential qualities of that object, or he

does not see it at all. If he sees a round thing he is seeing

roundness at the same time. The concept and the percept are .

united. Also when-he looks at the world his eyes explore,

select, simplify, analyze, synthesize, complete; correct, compare,

combine, separate and put into context the objects that he sees.

These higher mental operations have their roots inthe origin of

thought. In order for the child to handle them, at the most

primary level or at a higher level, he must go back to the object,

10



event, or situation--the way it looks, feels, tastes, sounds,

Smells, and perceive its orgianizational structure, its functions,

its qualities--the way it

It is no surprise ehat Brown (1973, pp. 74-78) observes

that the first nouns that a child masters refer to-concrete,

tangible objects, and that tile first verbs refer to'observable

physical actions. It is also little wonder that the young

child'strips language of, all but themere

mation loaded words and phrases..

In, refercnce to young bilingual children in this age gidup

Troike (1969, p. 98) concludes that a child's responses seem

to give unequiovocal evidence that he has.an adequate receptive

knoWledge of the stimulus dialect, and that he performs-7

instantaneous-translation from that dialect intb his nativei

dialect. Such evidence should further.give ut pause at attempts

to judge a childs' linguistic cothpetence solely or even largely

on the basis of his production, as we are" prone to do, and as

our teSts arc now largely designed to do
,

/

Troike's conclusion is supported by(Jakobovits (1969,

p: 105) whb argues.that the effective ,inforihation that is'being

transmitted in Communication via sentencesthat which the

speaker intends the listener to understand7-is the patticular

meaning not the general, Thl:; :is What represents the con-
.

ceptual event .(idca) that he atteMpts to communicate to the

:20
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listener. To recover the particular meaning of a word or s tence

intended hy the speaker, he must engage in both an infcSrcnt al and

referential process. This allows him to make use of-his knowledge

of the overall situation to whi_Ch the sentence as a whole refers.

.,2.3 Summary Statement'

In summary; if we allow that classification, seriation,

spatio-temporal relation and causality involve covert mental

operations that can be evoked by information-eliciting questions,

structured in verbal responses that reveal concepts and language .

skills, then the inseparability of language and thought is -

'obvious. . Taba (1967,.pp..16-26), using eliciting questions to

evoke,covert mental-operations and verbal skills, identified

three categories of thought processes or cognitive tasks: (1)

concept formation, (2) interpretation of data, and (3) appli-

cation of Principle's. She analyzed these three cognitive tasks

from two-perspectives: the operations or elements involved; and

the sequential steps necessary fbr matcring them. Her eliciting

questions, which explain the sequential steps, appear to be a

practical, generic model that both the investigator and the

teacher may use to develop questioning techniques for children.

-

We agree with Vygotsky (pp. 55-56) that in this investigation

we arc faced, then, with the following state of affairs: To

' ask the bilingual child a series Of parallel information-

eliciting questions in English and in Spanish; arrange them in

ascending order; determine if he is able to grasp each question,

21



and to visualize t:le goal it sets, and structure an appropriate verbal

response at this stage of his development. At the same time, we

' recognize that tasks of understanding and coMmunication are

essentially similar for the child and the adult. Although the

child develops functional equivalents of concepts at an extremely

early age, the formsc-pf thought th-t, he uses in dealing with these.

tasks differ. profoundly from the adult's in their composition,

structure, and,mode of operation. We also recognize that all

the higher mental operations are mediated processet, and signs are

the basic means used. to,master and direct them. That.is,

mediating sign is incorporated in their structure as an indis-

pensable, indeed the central, part of the total prOcess. As it

relates to concept formation, the sign is the word (the,child's

verbal skill), which at first plays the role of the means of forming

a concept and later becomes its symbol--the word becomes

synonomouS with the object or event it represents.

Finally, werecognizethat no level of information-eliciting

question that demands the formation of concepts can in itself be

considered the cause of the process However, if in the

child's.environment no such questions are asked him-'-that

elicit new.or different information froth him, and that stimulate

his intellect by providing a sequence of new goals--his thinking..

fails to reach the highest-Stages, or reaches them with great

delay, and thereby affects his language deVelopment. Therefore,

we aimed to better understand the intrinsic bonds between the

ZO
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external tasks and the dynamics of conept formation. We view

concept formation as a function of the child's total social a ,c1

cultural growth, which affects not only the content but also

the method of his thinking. The analysis of this view is beyond

the scope of this investigation.

die
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3. METHOD

The underlying objective of this investigation was to

;

attempt to 'fulfill the seven needs expressed by early childhoOd

. .

bilingual teachers enrolled in a graduate course on language
_ ,

development during early childhoOd at the University of Texas at

San Antonio during the .spring semester of J75. In the process-,

every effort was made to provide them with,a refined technique

f.questioning young children for purposeS. of assessing their

H

ability to:handle five basic concepts as these relate to language

and thoUght. In this manner, it was assumed that the result

,Of collection and analysis.of.data would provide them with use-
F

ful .information relative to thc degree of match or mismatch'

\.
between the modes of langc and thought processes'required for

.academic success with school related tasks and thOse which

bilingual children entering school have already acquired.

3.1 Subjects

Because our major concern was thgdevelopment and testing

of,an information-eliciting qa,.:stion instrument that was flexible .

enOughto be effettively used to yield.a sufficient amount of

observable and quantifiable data for purgses of making a

descriptive'analysis and -distussiOn, this, investigation was'..,

limited to six subjc_cts who were used as their own controls.

They were s.e1-6cted based on five criteria: (1) Spanish sur-

named, (2) scx, (3) enteririg school for the-first time'as a
,

24
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' kindergartner ur-as a first grader, (4) presently enrolled in a

bilingual program.with a disposition to-speak bath EngliSh 4nd

Spanish, and (5) children af low socioeconomic status parents.
-

_The subjects were selected by their,,respective clAssroom

teachers, as. by the investigative team based on the

abeve mentioned criteria. They resided in the San Antonio

area, but were enrolled in 6ree elementary schools'in three--
i

diffe?ent independent public School districts, twa-eif Which arc

located in theJarban setting, and the other would be more

appropriately.described as a rural or small town Setting.

For die purpoSe of anonymity, the subjects Were given code

nuMbers from 1 to 6. The odd numbers were assigned to the

-boys and,the even numbers represent_tbe.gi-rls Sl, S2, and S3

were firs(graders, and S4, S5 and, S6 kindeiga,rtners. Their

ages were listed in terMs of Years and months for the kinder-

gartnerS as. follows: -botli 54 and sfi. . 6:3 and,55 = fOr

the first graders, S1 And S2 6.9 and S3 = 7.5. Based en their

teachers' valuations, two of the, first graders (51 and S2),

,

due.to their academiaprogress, were assigned to the above-
,. J

. .

average group,in-their class, and one (S3) Was assigned to, a .

group compiising the lower third of the class. Two of the

kindergartners (S4 and S6) were assigned t Aove-average gi'oups

in their classes and one (S5) to the "Average" group.

The language-arts programs in eAch of the independent public

School districts differed. Subjects S5.and,56 were receiving

25
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- -

instraction in the Instructional Conce)ts Program developed by ..

the Southwest Regional Labe% .>.ories,ancliniblished.by Ginn and

Company, -"lids program is destgned to help kindergarten children

learn to label concepts which are important in school in both

English and Spanish. S4 was receiving instruction in the

Bilingual Kindergarten program developed by the Southwest Edu-
.

Cational-Devclopment LabOratory and pubfishedby theV4ational

-Education. Laboratory_Publishers. The basic goals of this pre-
__

gram arc to develop self-awareness,, self-esteem and cultural

pride:perceptual motor.and cognitive skills, language de-
1"

_velopment. in the first language, afid thinking. and'reasofiing

/. skills. In addition, this subject was receiVing oralt.languago

instruction English using the Region' One Curriculum Kit.

Sl and S2 were receiving inSfruction in oral language and

ieading in.the well known DISTAR Reading and, Language program

4

developed by Siegfried Engelmann and Elaine C. Bruner. S3 was

receiving instruction in reading in English in the BOLAR Pro-

gram developed by the Southwest Educational Development'

Lab6ratory and published by the National Educational .Laboratory

Publishers. The BOLAR-Program seeks to.implementthree basic

approaches (1) language experience, ( sight.word_through.the

use of pocket chart strategies, and (3),. the. phonit. This'subject

was also receiving instruction-in oral .Spanish for .approxi-

mately twenty mihutes-cach session on alternate school daYS:

Although the subjects were exposed to different langUage-arts
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programs, it is to be noted. that cach of these,programs

4,stressad the development of basic concepts and oral language

eXiSfession, prerequisites for-academic-success-in the schooh

3.2 Instrumentation

The information-eliciting,question instrument was developed

by the prihcipal investigator. It was pilot-tested English

on one hundred and forty children between the ages of 3-8, in-

cluding a cross-section of Ahglo, Black-, and Mexican-American

children of parents of all socioeconomic levels. It was ad-

ministered by forty graduate students enrolled in a course .

on language development"during early childhood,at the beginning

of the fall and spring semester,.respectively ddring the

197475 academic schoOI calendar year. The original instrument

consisted* twenty information--eliciting.question forms

arranged:in ascending order of difficulty, the'predicted

covert !dental operations, conCepts, and skillt, and grammatical .

structures of responses. Each administrator fortuitously

constrtitted his own questions and selected'his own subjects.

The overall results of each administration indicated that the

instrument was effective in evoking the covert mental operations,

,

concepts'and oral.language skills elicitea as manifested in

the structures of the response.s of the suhjectS. These

.,

results allowed us to glean the types of questiohs that were-
.

likely to elicit the greatest amount 'of verbal responses.

Affer oach of the two administrations of the instrument,
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the graduate students were asked tw,comment or make:

suggestions relative to its improvement:. These.were collected

and compiled as follows: (I) Use several question ty1)es of

the samo,question form. (2) Categorize the concepts elicited

in an ascending erder (i.e., classification, .seriation,.spatial

relations, temporal relations, and caUse,and affect relations);

those #at are considered tO be requisite for academicsuccess

.in the first'grade. (3) Describe the verbal responseS in terms'.

of:their phrase structures in lieu of a subsequent analysis of

immediate constituents, which is time consumingand which

offers little useful information to the kindergar* or first-

-grade teacher whose primary concern with language instruction

is to help the,child to develop recelitive-expressive language

skills.

The above suggestions were considered and inclUded in the

revised instrument as presented in the analysis of data. It ..

,

now.consists of fifty-six question's in English with parallel

fifty-six questions in Spanish. In'this manner, it can be used ,

,cither unilingually.or.bilingually. The everall development of

the instrument was.based primarily on Taba's (1967) rationale

for teaching strategies for cognitive growth, and secondarily

on Bloom's (1956) .schem'atic arrangement of human abilitles..

and,rclatcd smtcomes of learning, the. Weikart -et. al (1971).

expansion of,the three-sided planning framework of levels of

conceptuardevelopment,..Bellugi's(1965) study of the de,

velopment of interrogative structures in children'sspeech,.

5
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_Brown's (1968),research on the deVelopment of questions in
#,f

:child speech, Erwin-Tripp's (1970) inveStigation on how children

answer questions, and Wilkinson's (1971) cognitive uses of'

Language. The par11.1e1 questions, in both langtiages, were

arranged in an asdending order,of difficutly for purposes of

analysis. For the economy of space, only English examples are

-
rven here. They ranged from simple questions requesting"

i,formation based upon perceptual discrimination such as "What

is in yourhouse?" and "Who is your mother?;"'to 'those. re,

. questing greater accuracy: about inforMation supplied such as
Ii

, "What size are your shoes" and "How-mudh do ou weigh?;" to

those requiring memory and recall of spatio-temporal relations

such as "What do you do when you get home from school?;" to

those requiring analogies such'. as. "How long do you stay in

school?" and "How oftendo you come to school?;" to those,.

requiring explanations.of awareness of relationshipSbased on

facts such as "Why do you ,go to school?" and-"Why do you sleep?"

The development of the instrument was a fortuifbus attempt

to design an effective technique for cliciting.information

.from the subjects that waS within the limits of their per-

ceptioas and: within their life spaces. We assumed that in-

fromaticn would.hc More casily clicitCd irom this agc-group hY

questions containing frequently used words, with a higher

proportion of concrete referents and a lower proportion of

abstract referents. In the process, every attempt was made

29
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to appeal to thr,ir sensory modalitiesthings thty probcbly

had perceived in their physical and social environmentand

to gradually assess their-ability' to verbally structuretheir

experiences from the concrete to the _abstract and from the

simple to the complex. The questions were strutted based on

the language typically used in the subjects' social milieus

(Appendix)

It may appear that a child's ability to answer thusc .

questions depends mainly on prier knowledge. But, in spite

of the fact that a concept is knowledge already schematized,

this factoy is minimized by structuring queitions that evoke

a level of experience that virtually.allicindergarten and first-.

grade.children, regardless of their socioeconomic 'status and

ethnicj.dentity, arc assumed, to possess, at leaSt at the lower

levels. The effects of the questioning procedures were'vibwed

as a direct derivative of the extent to.which the questions

induced 4ho retrieval and processing .of a particular set of

referential associations (Johnson,. 1975, p. 43.1). Thus, the

child's essential' taSk was to pay close attention and'under-

.stand the question, then to verbally respond to it based on
_

his.experiente. .Thc 'wording of the questions begins Pat a

relatively low level of difficulty and as Llie questioning pro-

gresses, thc level of required mental.operations lietome More

complex and the concepts and skills more complicated and

abstract. In additien,'for the most part, the questions wtre
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open-ended; only few required more specific answers ,tuch as

."Who.is your teacher?,"-"Whose how:c do you livin?," and "How,

does water feel?" It ir io be noted that these types of

questions refer to significant others and familiar experiences.

We also considered thepossibility that a child may be

able to handlcfla particular concept aS far as one particular
-

question of classification, scriation, spatial-relations,

temporal.relations, or causality iS concernedbut may or may

not bo'able to handlethe same concept with regard to a higher=--

. order question. for example, a child may'be.able to handlel,

'terial ordering of-sizes, quantities, and qualities-before it

becomes the ebject pf conscious elucidation or of reflection'

(Piaget,. .1971, p. 1971) atthe temporal relations level

(ordering of events, beginning and ending of time nd length

of time within time periods). Consequently, the instrument is'

. .

detigned to reveal which forms of eliciting questions in both,.

languages evoke which verbal structures that manifest what

condepts, and oral language skills that' trigger which mental

operations in' bilingual children entering school.

,3 3 Data Collection
,

. Three of the investigators administered the inforamtion-

queStion instrument:to the.Six subjeCts..: They were

native Mexican-American femates; each born and'reared in the

4

San AntOnio.area. EaCh was a Spanish-English speaking bilingual
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early childhood teacher and a graduate student in early childhood
,

education At the University of Texasat San Antonio during the

spring semester. The instrument was administered during the

last week of March, 1975.

The instrument was administered at the respective schools
- r

in which the subjects were enielled, but_in.an empty classrooth..,

so,as to Minimize distrubances and any other interference .i.'

during each questioning session: Instructions were given in

both languages: J I'm going to ask you soM6 Auet.tions

in English and in Spanish. Listen carefully and-pay close 'l .

attention,to each question. Be sure that you understand each

question before you answer me. -If you do not understapd a

question, ask me to repeat it. ,If you do not know the answer

to a question, just tell me that you do not know. Alright.;

ready? Let's begin! "Ahora voy a dccirte exactamente en

lo que acabo decirte en ingl4s. Voy a preguntarte

unas preguntas en ing1.6's y n espaiOl. Escucha hien y fijdte

bien en cada pregunta. Aseg rate bien de que entiendas cada

pregunta.antes de contesta md. Si no.entiendes una pregunta,

. dime y la repito. Si '?io sabcs contestar una pregunta, no hay

'cihe haCer inS qbe decirme que no lo sabes. Bueno; listo?.

iVamos'a eMpczar!

After the directions'had been given, the record button was

.depressed and the recorder checked. The record'level for the

child's responses, and the playback volume.weee verified. and,
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readjuSted, if nec6ssary. The microphone was tied around the

child's neck, and the investigator held tho recorder so that

she could be free to move if necesSary. Evory attempt was

made to allay.any doubts or fears the child may have.had

concerning.the questioning Situation. Only the investigator

and the child-wero present in the room during each questioning

session..

SI and S2 Were administered the instrument in both languages

,on the. same day, which took about fifteen minutes each.

Subjects S4-S6 were questioned in English on one day and in

Spanish of another day, which took about thirty to forty

minutes each for.English and Spanish. Since no time limit

cas set, if a child appeared to bpcome fatigued, the questioning

. ,

was 'stopped so that-he could rest before resuming;

The responses wero.immediately transcribed by the ad-

ministrator for the .two subjects she .questioned while re01,1 ,.

- -
, .,.

.

was fresh. They containecionly the child's responses, asthe;,,'
.

.

questions were standardized. Eaoh transcription"was numbered'
. ,

to correspond to the questionasked. All four investigators

studied b6th the tape recordings and the transcriptions:

Three df them analyzed, judged, and described the data..
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4. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Thc analysis of the data colected first required a

rati,na1c for describing thc responses in terms...p.f their phrase

structurcs. Sc:ond, wc analyzed thc data in tcrms of thc

relations of these phrase structures to the covert.mental

operations and,concepts and oral language skills manifested.

t

Third, we examined the data to tletermine.fluency, mixing, and

switching in responses to certain questions. Fourth, we d

termined thc cxtcnt to which.the results of the analyzed data'

fulfilled the seven nccds exk-essed by the bilingual teaches

who precipitated ,this investigation. .Then, fifth, we proceeded

to assign a bilingual rating to cach subject. In addition,.we

conducted an ad hoc alialysis in the Discussion Scction to de-
__

termine which questions eithcr failed to evoke any information'

or evoked-dissonant information.

4.1 Rationale for Phrasc Structiire Description

Describing the-responses in terms'of their phrase struc-

tures without a subsequent.analysis of immcdiate constituents

provides us with something of thc endless creative power of thc

bilingual.speakcr of English and. Spanish. This approach

provides the language researcher with the Icxical units or in-

formation-loaded phrases over which thc speaker has control,

It also serves as an.effective technique for determining how

the bilingual speaker uses his languages for mediating the
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relationships between objects, events, and situations in his

.physical and social environment. It further provides a Ta-
,

latively clear basis for classifying the covert, mental

operations, concepts and skills, and the leXical units or

structures that'behave similarily. In addition, the.researcher

is able to use the phrase strUctures to discover how the

bilingual speaker uses his languages to structure his thoughts,

verbalize his concepts,.reveal their uses, express his will

and conununicate these to others. Finally, it provides a basis

for predicting the speaker's ability to generate similar

.structures with ease or effect in specified sociolinguistic

situations with other bilingual interlocutors.

A young child entering school whose native language is other

than English, although having been in a biliugual classroom for

seven months, is most likely to answer open-ended, information-

eliciting questions using phrase structures in either of his

languages in lieu of complete sentences. To keep the two

languages separate while becoMing bilingual, a child Uses

mostly lexical units in repsonse to such questions. He usually

strip's both languages of all except the essential information-

loaded words and phrases.

4.2 Relatrons of Phrase StructUres in Ret;ponses to Covert Mental

Opera.titins, Concepts and Skills.

The phrase structures in the verbal responses to the in-

formation7elieiting questions revealed five interrelated, de-
^

11;
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velopmental paradigms, which wereanalyzed and tabulated.

These revelations were based on the\ premise that the develop-

ment of covert mental operations ana .concepts and oral language
1

skills arc the functions of regulatng joint activity and joint

attention. These functions 4re the results of physical and-

social actions and interactions and the Zamands the questions

placed on the child's need to communicate clearly and effec-

tively: Indeed, the very structures of their responses re-

flected these functions. Because they were information-

eliciting queLtions, the young child, for the mcst part,

stripped his responses of 411 but the bare essentialsin-

formation-loaded words and phrases. Although nolpffort was

made to get the child to respond in complete sentences, in a

few instances, a child did respond in complete sentences. Our

primary objective was not to find out how much of each language

a child had already acquired, 'but rather to determine how he

used his languages to express the concepts he already had.

The five interrelated, developmental paradigms arc con-

'ceptualized in the following modes: (1) classification, (2)

sbriation,. (3) spatial relations, (4) temporal relations, and

(5) causeNilsnd effect relations. The order in which they are

pre!,ented indicate that they supplement hut du nut replace

each other; they are integrative and cumulative.

4.2.1 The First Mode

The first mode, as presented in Table 1, revealed the
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BILINGUAL,
INFOMATI0N-EL1CITING QUESTION INSTRUMENT, DEVELOPED BY JOHN W. HOLLOMON,

TABLE 1; CLASSIFICATION PARADIGM

,

ELICITING=QUESTION NO, COVERT MENTAL NO. OF PHRASE STRUCTURES IN RESP SES OF SUBJECTS

FORM ASKED OPERATION CONCEPT/SKILL SI 52 53 S4

1.'What + bA

i.Que/+ hay

2. What r+ du + ADVP.

4Oui + hacer + ADV

3, What + do + V

6Q114'+ V

4. Who + be

Ouiein + ser

5. Who +ser* Rel +

oie/r) 4 + Rel

+V

Differentiation

2 Memory/Retalj

3. Differentiation

Memory/Recall

3

3 Perception

Discrimination

3

RecognitiOn

Recall

3

I Recognition

Recall

1

6, Who 4: do + + with 2 Recognition

Recall

tCon quien + V 2

7, Whose Recognition

Recall

Di quie/n

Generic classification of 9 NP

objects And people: Iden-

tify/label/list r
8 NP

56

10 Np 2 NP 2 NP 4 NP 2 NP

5 NP 2 NP 2 S 2 NP 2 NP

'Generic classification of 10 VP 13 VP 3 VP 3 VP, 2 VP 2.VP

actiOnlabel/list
8 VP 7 VP 3 VP 3S IS. 1S

Generic c1assificatf6t-of

objects and people: iden,rr

Generic classification of

people; identify/label/

list

8 NP 8 NP 6 NP 4 .NP 4 NP 2 0

9 NP' NP 1 NP 3 NP 3 NP NP

3 NP/IS S NP --6.Ny 5 NP

,

5NP/1S 4NP/1S 3 NP 16 NP2 NP/1S 5 NP

/

4 NP 5 NI1

Relational classification 4 NP 3 NP 2 NP 1 NP 2 NP''- 2 NP

of'people: identify/label/

list 1 Pron P 3 NP 1 NP 2 S 2 NP 2 NP

Relational classification 9 NP 2 NPIIS l'NP I NP 1 NP 3 NP

of people: identify/label/

list/ looati 9 NP 6 NP 2 NP 3 NP . 4 NP 3 NP

1 ADVP

Associational classifica- --

tion of people and places: 2 NP 2 NP 2 k 11),, 1 ADJP 1 NP 1 Pron'P

identifY/label/locate/

,iossession 2 NP 2 NP, 4 ADVP 1 ADVP 3 Pron P 2 Pron P

1 5

KEY: NP . noun phrase; VP . verb 'phrase; S . sentence NP + VP; Pron P. .-ptonoun phrase; 141 relator; ADJP adjective

phrase; ADVP adverli'phrase

Lt4
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irLINGUAL, INFORMATION-ELICITING QUESTION INSTRHENT, DEVELOPED BY JOHN W. HOLLOMON:,

TABLE 1: (CONT.)

ELICITING-QUESTIDN

FORM
,

.
8; Whit kind

clase

9,. What color

dDe que color

10, What. + can + tell

about

Que' + decir + de

11. Whit shape

iQue' forma

12. How,+ be

COmo + estar

Nd, COVERT MENTAL

ASKED OPERATION,

Discrimination

Association

Comparison

Selection

2 Differentiation

2 Recognition

,Recognivion

Extrapolation

Differentiation

Comparison

2

1 Perception

1

,
13. How ec, (PAST) + 1 Information retrieval

Come

.e,C4310 Ilegar (PAST) 1

2

14. How.+ do + feel 1 Information retrieval

e.C6mO + sentirse

NO..OF PHRASE STRUCTURES 1N,RESPONSES

CONCEPT/SKILL SI 52 S3 S4 SS , S6
.

Descriptive classificatiOn Of, 3 NIP

events,and situations: identi-

fy/label/list

Descriptive classification

Of color: identity/label

,

___---

of attributes: label/list

Descriptive classification

of shape and structure:.

identify/label/list

Descriptive classification

of manner', condition or

characteristic: Label

Descriptive clissification

of methOd: label/explapation

2 NP 4 lip 2 NP 2 MP.

3 NP 2 NP 7 AP 2 AP 2 NP,,

4 ADJP "4 ADJP 4 ADP 2,ADJP 3 ADJP 3 ADM

4 ADJP 4 .ADJP 4 .ADJP 3 S 3 ADJP 3

4 AN?

3 S 4 S, ,

.1 S . 3 S

2 ADJP 2 ADJP

2 AP .2 NP

1 ,ADVP 1 ADVP

1 ADVP 1 ADVP

ADVi 1 ADVP

1 ADVP 1 ADVP

Descriptive ctassification;of. 3 ADJP 4 ADJP
.

characteristic, manner, touch:

label/list 3 ADJP A ADJP

4

1 S 1 ADJP 1 NP

1 ADh IS

2 NP .2.ADJP 1 NP 2 AP.,

1 ADJP 2 ADJP 1 tip 1 s

1 ADVP 1 S

1 ADVP 1 ADJP MI

1 ADVP 1. ADVP 1 'S

1 ADVP 1 S 2 S

1 ADJP 1 ADJP I ADJP 1 ADJP

1 ADJP 1 ADJP TAPP

KEY (CONT.): 116 information evoked:

0
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extegt' to which the subjects had-acqUired the paradigm for

-verbalizing relational, descriptiVe, and generic classification

of objective ;data and social reality. The questions cliCited

.simple information relatiVe to the existence of.events,' objects,

and people, which were labeled or classified based on their-r-

structures, functiont, and attributes. Thecresponses required

/
the joint activity oforal ilanguage expression and,perceptual

, .

attention such as discrimination, differentiation, recognition,

memory, recall. It is-to be noted that, descriptive classifi-

cation has.mo independent existence, although the child mai
,

speak of saIient.featuret as if theY did exitt independently

by abstracting, for example, from objects, their attributes

or properties.

4.2.2. The Second Ilede

The second mode, as presented in Table 2, revealed the extent

,to which the subjeCts had acquired the paradigm fOr verbalizing

the concept of serial. ordering of \sizes, qualities and

quantities at these eist within the contexts of situations in

their environment. Tfic questionS elicited and evoked greater

.

accuracy-about information supplied. The responses required

such mental operations as differentiation, comparison, grouping,

recognition, selection, recall, evaluation.

4.2.3 Thc Third 'Mode

The third mode, as presented in Table 3, revealed whether

or not theyhad acquired the paradigm for verbalizing the

4 8
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TABLE 2 SERIAL ORDERING PAR'ADIGM *

1

-ELICITINMUESTION NO, COVERT MENTAL

FORM ASKED OPERATIONS

, .

CONCEPT/SKILL .4, NO, OF PHRASE STRUCTURES IN RESPONSES OF SUBJECTS

SI S2 S3 'S4
SS S6'

77 '

15:What size

c!,atamaiid

16, Which .+ be, , 1

6Cud1 + ser 1

17. hich + like

+ gustarse 1

18;. HoW many + 'be

4CuIntos + hat

19. Now many + do + V 1

CCuintos + V

20, How much + do + V 3!

.d.Qud/ tanta + V 3

21. 6ow much + can

+

tanta + po.

der + V 1

2). How much+ weigh 2

tanto re

sar 2

23. HoW big + be 2

qud tan grandc

+ ser

Differentiation

CompariSon

Differentiation,

Comparison

Differintiation

Comparison

Selection

Recognition/Recall

.,Grouping

Grouping

Differentiation

Grouping

'llecognition

Differentiation,

Grouping

Comparison

Evaluation

DiffeTentiation

Comparison

Serial ordering of size:

label/list

Serial ordering of rela-

tive size: label

'Serial 'ordering of

ties: label/list

Serial ordering of quanti-

ties: label/list

Serial ordering of quanti-

ties: lab'el/ list'

Serial ordering of quanti-,

ties: label

Serial ordering'of quanti.

ties: label/list.

'Serial.ordering of weight:

label

2 Pron P '2 Pron P. 1 ADJP 1 Pron P 1 Pr'on P 1 Pron P

2 Pron P 2 Pron P -- 2 ADJP 1 Pron P 1 Pron P

1 NP 1 NP 1 NP I NP

1 NP 1 NP 1 NP I NP

1 NP /, 1 NP 1 NP 1 NP 1 NP 1 NP

1 NP I NP

1 NP 1 NP

1 NP 1 VP 2 NP I NP 1NP

7 NP 4 NP 2 NP 1 NP

3 NP 4 NP 2 NP. 1 NP 1 NP

2 NP

2 NP

2 ADJP

2 "ADJP

1 ADJP

1 AllJP

2 PronP

2 PronP

1 S

1 S.

'2 ADJP

2 ADJP

ADJP

1 ADJP

2 ,PronP

2 NP

Serial orderinfof sizes,;,. 2 ADJP 2 ADJP

labeliexplanation

2 ADJP 2 ADJO 1 S 2 ADJP 1 NP 1.NP

ADVP 1 ADJP

.1 $ 161P 1 JO

1 PronP1 Pron P 1 S

1 PronP 2, PronP 2,ADJP

1 PronP S 2 ADJP

1 PronP

2 NP

I NP,

2 NP.

1 S

2 ADJP

1 ADJP

1 PronP lyronP 1 ADJP

1 PronP 1 PronP 1 ADJP 1 NP

1 ,PronP 2 PronP

P 2 PronP

S/lADJP 2 ADVP 1 ADJP

*B1L1GuAL, INFORMATION-ELICITING QUESTION INSTRUMENT, DEVELOPED BY JOHN W. HOLOMON,
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ELICITINGAUESTION

FORM

TABLE 3: SPATIAL RELATIONS PARADIGM *

NO, COVERT MENTAL

ASKED OPERATION CONCEPT/SKILL

24. Where +le 2 Differentiation Spatial relations be-

1 Recognition tweenipeople and places:

4Dinde + estar 2 Recall label/explanation

25, Where + do + V 2 DifferentiatiOn Spdial relations be,

Recognition tween people, a,ctions,

dOOnde 2 Recall places: label/list

26. How far + V +

from 2 Abstracting Spatial .reldtions-dis-

tQue tan lejos Problem-solving tance between places:
,

+ de label/direction'

11411

NO, OF PHRASE STRUCTURES IN RESPONSES OF SUBJECTS:,'

SI Si 53 54 'S5 56

2 ADVP I ADVP

I S

2 ADVP 2 ADVP

2 NP

2 ADVP 2 ADVP ,

2 ADVP I ADVP 2 ADVP 2 ADVP 2 ADVP I ADVP

,

3 ADVP

1 S

2 ADVP 2 ADVP , 2 ADVP 2 ADVP 2 ADVP

2 ADVP 2 ADVP 2 ADVP. 2 ADVP 2 ADVP 2 ADVP

2 NP,,

2 NP

2 NP

2 NP

2 ADVP

1 S

l ADVP

1 NP, 1 ADVP

,' 2 ADVP 2 ADVP.

'BILINGUAL: INFORMATION-ELICITING QUESTION INSTRUMENT, DEVELOPED BY JOHN W. HOLLOMON, PH.D.
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,

BILINGUAL, 1NFORMATION-ELICITING QUESTION INSTRUMENT, 'DEVELOPED BY JOHN. W.'HOLLOMON, PH.D.

TABLE 4: TEMPORAL RELATIONS PARADIGM

ELICITING-QUESTION NO. COVERT, MENTAL

FORM ASKED OPERATION

CONCEPf/3KILL .NO. OF PHRASE STRUCTURES IN RESPONSES OF SUBJECTS

S1' S2 S3 S4 , S5 56

21, Which + come Diffirentiailon

Comparison

gual + venir 1 Selection

28. When + do ; go Differentiatfon

Recognition

etuAdo t ir I Recall

.
29, lhat + do + when

+ V

tQue't hacer

+ cuando + V

-1 Recognition

Memory/Recall

30. How often'+ do + V 2 Generalization

qui, tan sequido Inferring

+ V 2

31. How long + V +

ADIP

dQue" tante ,tiempo

+ ADVP 2

Abstraction

/Problem-solving

Temporal ordiring of events:

labe1/1iSt

Temporal ordering of events:

label/list

1 ADVP 1 ADVP

1 ADVP 1 ADVP

1 ADVP 1 ADVP

ADVP 1 ADVP . .

'Spatio-temporal relations 2 VP . 3 VP 2 VP

between actions, people,

places: label/list / 2 VP 3 VP 1 VP

Temporal ordering of events 2 ADVP' 2 ADVP 1 ADVP

and time frequenLy:

list 2 ADVP 2 ADVP 1 NP

1 ADVP

I ADVP. --

1 PIT 7.

,1 ADVP lS

1 1 S

1 VP 1 S

2 ADVP 1 ADYP

2 ADVP 1 ADVP

Temporal relations between 2 ADVP 2 ADVP 1 ADVP 2 S

beginnfng and 'ending of time 1 Pronp

intervals--linear measure of

time: label/explanation 2 ADVP 2 ADVP 2 PronP 1 S

.-

1 S

2 ADVP

1 ADVP._

tABLE 5: .CAUSE 'AND EFFECT RELATIONS PARADIGM

32. Why + do + go

t'fior que + ir

2 Differentiation

/Reasoning

Analyzing

Information/re-

2 trieval

33.. Why + do + V 2 Differentiation

Comparisdn

Abstractilon.

Reasoniny,

Informafion/re-

.:Por que. + V 2 trieval

.
Cause and effect relation-, 5 Comp* 5 Comp 2 Comp

1

ships: identity/label/list/

explanation

2 NP 1 S 1 Np

S Comp 5 Comp 2 Comp 2 NP 1 Comp 3 S

Cause and effect relation- 4 Comp 4 Comp 1 Np 1 NP 1 S 2 S

Ships: identify/ label/ list/ .
1 ADVP 1 Comp 1 NP

xplanation of related points

3 Comp 2 Comp 1-Comp 2 NP 1 Comp

1 MP

2S

1 NP

*CoMp compliment, a nominalized verb phrase I
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conce-Ot HiLial relations as lhese exist between people,

actions and places. The eliciting queStions evoked responses

that required the mental operations of differentiation, re-

cognition, recall, abstraction, problem-solving.

4.2.4 The Fourth Mode

The fourth mode, as presented in Table 4, indicated

whether or not they had acquired the paradigm for verbally

expressing temporal relatkons at these exist between

people, actions,. events, and places. ..The questions were

structured to elicit and evoke rCsOnses requiring greater

analogies-of information given. These required the mental

operations of recognition, recall, differentiation,' com-

parison, selection, generali: tion, inferring, abstraKion and

problem solving.

42
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J,

V and zhe lIke% All of these operatiOns depend upon factual

knowledge which is a. prerequisite td manls highest intellectual

activities (Travers, 1970, p. 119),

4.2.6 Explanation of Developmental Paradigms

Again, the order in which thq.se five modes arc presented

should 'not be interpreted as ;. Jevelopmental sequence. . How-

ever, they can-be interpreted in terms of developmental

paradigms. Many-aspects of all five occur simultaneously. For

example-, when.d.schild sees an orange, he perceives its

structure; his awareness of its uses comes iffto play, as well

as its properties"; he is seeing_it somewhere duringia period of /

time; and it may hring into awareness some reason for liking or/

not liking it. All 6f these aspects may be brought to bear

4.2.5 The Fifth Mode

The fifth mode, as ppcsented in Table 5, indicated the

ent tO which the subjects had acquired the paradigm for

1 expla ning cause and effect relationships. The eliciting

,questiOns evOked phrase structureS requiring explanations of

awareness.of relationshipS based on facts, which require a

s)//Lrtain high degree of high level activity to structure the

=sponse that describes or explakns the assoetations already

acquired. These required the mental operations Of reasoning,

.differentiating, analyzing, information-retrieval, comparison,

komr:

,

on the cause of` its existence in space and time. He perceives,

if he is ,cohscioa-sly attending, all tl'ese at thc same time.

bi.



However, the conscious attending to all these aspects requires

operatons of Complex und genuine acts of thought that can be

accompOished only when the child's mental developmenc has

reached the requisite level. I.

When the child has reached this level-.-has

acquired all five paradigmsaccording to Arnheim (Petersen,

1972, p. 58), he perceives an object and grasps.'the essential

qualities of that object, its total existence. The concept and

the percept arc united. He then recognizes expression in human

or inanimate objects or events because each is organized to

cánvey a message about itself.

Consequently, a child may be able to give appropriate

information in response to a-particular question in one paradigm,

but he may not be able to respond appropriately in either of

his two languages to a similar question requiring,a certain

high degree of high level mental operation in a neighboring

paradigm. The structuring of responses to information-

eliciting questions is not innate, but structured little by

little, and this process of construction pTesupposes not .

only an already existing conceptual system to assimilate and

'transform the information elicited into language structures,

botalso an adaptation of the mind to r;i I ity , the proper

exercise of mental activity. With this view, Bolinger (1968,

p. 37) sees the plausibility of whatever it is that we call

thought presents itself at the door of language with a coMplete

6 7
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sct of spccifications in4uding thc creation of ncw ideas-,*and

getting back from language, by somc .subtic-form of conditioning,

precisely thc responses that corrcspond to each of thc cpmponents

-of thc thought..

4.3 Fluency, .Mixing, and Codc Switching

We analyzcd thc data-to dctcrmihc thc fluency ofresponscs,

the mixing of thc two languages in rosponses, atd the switching from

thc languagc in which thc question Was aSked to respoild in S"ilic-

r 6

othcr. Thc ,spccific questions1which'evoked these and the data-

analyzcd arc prcscntcd i Tablc 6.

4.3.1 Fluency

Flucncy was determined by Measuring thc speed of responding

to questions in both litiglish and Spanish. This was computed.

by two mcasurcs: (1) given a threc-secend lapse of tiMe wc

tabulated thc number of pauses or seconds occurring after a

qucstion was asked before the rcsponse was begun,

. and (2) before a response ended we

tabulatcd thc number of setonds occurring ..L'ain responses,

between Words and phrases. There were.- po puasas Kccorded in

thc responses of $1, S2, and S6. Thcy are thcrcforc not .in-

,cluded in thc data presented under flucncy. Thc greatest

number of pauses recorded was for S4, which occurred in her

responses in Lnglish. However, these pauses did not advcrsely

afecther overall -speech productions. Less' pauScs were re-

corded for S3 and SS. Pauscs providc cvidcncc that phrase

_
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!ABLE 6: FLUENCY, MIXING, AND SWITCHUG .

NFORATION-ELICITING .

I.UESTION NO. FLUENCY MIXING' SWITCHING

S3 34 S5 53
.

. 55 S6 S4 S5 S6-

,

.. What is in y ur house? j
t.

-3- .

.

..e Que'hay en tucasa?
,

.2E
.

.

3..What ds in your classmom?
T

, -2-
.

1. 6 Que/hay en tu cuarto? -1- "2E lE

3. What do you do at home? -5 . ,

3. d'(Lie/haces en la escuela? 1E'

D. Que/hacen 18.s nfilos en la

. . clase?
. -6

L.

1. What do you'see in the

. classroom? -2-

2. e. Qtie yes_en tu.cuartO?
., lE D

v

4. C./ Que yes en la yar.da?

.

lE

5. What'do the children see
in the.classroom? -6-

. /

Q. 6 Que yen los niribs en el

' cuarto? .

lE

1. Who are vbur friends? -3.,

,

EY: - before a numeral indicates that' fhepauses occurred after the question 'Was asked_aild be

Hfore the response was initiated; -numeral - indicates that the paUSes occurred with-

in the response.
7



TABLE 6: NT.)

:,\

INFORIATION-EDICITING

QUESTION NO.

FLUENCY pING SWITCHING'

S3 84 Sa 54 85 56 54 35 36

71----7.----
.

22.. QUenes son tus thigos? -2-

,
.

23. Who are the children

:Vou play with?

,

.

25: WhO do ,vou play with

'at school?
,

29. Whose house do you

live in?
,

1

.

,

.

33. What kind of games do

Vou Iike?
,

/
P ,

.

0
. ,

34; ti,Que Case do juegos

, telustall? 3E., , E E

,
.

. What kind of TV pi'o-

gram do vou like?
4.,..-

.

. Sp

,r,

Sp :

5 /

Que clase de progra-

mas de television

te zuStan?

,
.

\

37, What color is your

house?

I

'
2E 2E

( .
.

33 De ciWoolor es tu

casa?

.

.

i

.

'2E

..

2D-

.

2E

.

,

:

40 . dIle que;Col.ores son

los arholes?

.

41. What, can you tell me:

bout this orange? 10

.

42. 6Que1,Ine. puedes decir.

' de esta n'aranja? ,

. 1E, '1E,



TABLE 6: (CONT.)

INTOMATION-ELICITING.

'QUESTION NO.

FLUENCY MIXING SWITCHING

S3 1 54 85 83 84 S5 86 84, 85 86

/

44. e Que forma tiene

(la naranja)?
-- --,-..,--

lE

46, .().,Que/forma es una

'relota? lE

49. How did you come to

school?

.

.

52, (), Cdino se siente el agua?

53 What size are vour shoes? lE

ri / h...
54; v Que tamano'son tuS zapatos? .

55, What size of shoes does your

mother'wear?

,

---'-..
Sp

.

---_

59. Of all the games we play in

school, w ich one do you

like the.oest?
.

.

,

'-'----.

60; De todos losluegos.que

f juegas e la escuela,,

cuall le !usta mE(s?

,

6 . Hex many thi.gs are on

your street'?
cun

63, How many brot,ers and

8isters dol. u'have?- -10 . ilS h
I

I

.. ---

64. 1.., Cuantos hermanOs y

'hermanas tienes?

.

,

lE .,

.

4 / ,

6,6 . Que tanto dinero traes? _

,

*Used the Spanish E eleven times.
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TABLE 6: (CONT..)

INFORIATION-LICITIMG
I

QUESTION NO,

FLUENCY
/.

./ MIXING

.,...
. ...

-. 'SWITICHING

83 84. 85
/
/83 84 85 86 84. 85, S6:

69. How much water can you drink? 4.

,

_

70. .,Que
/
tanta agua .puedes tomarte?

,

71. How much do you weigh? -2 Sp

73. Tiow much does a car weigh?
.

_

Sp

,...

754 How big is the school?
,

Sp

i

/
76. v Que

/
tan grat:Ide es la escuela? lE

,

,

85. Where do you sleep? , . ,

87.. How far do yOu liire from tere? ,

, SP '

.

89. How far .is the school from your 'houSe? -1

.

Sp

. ,

/

- ,

,

,

.

,

,

Sp

Sp
.

. .

91. Itich4ays do you come tO school?'

93. When do you zo to school?

/

95. ,What do you tlo when you get' home

from sc::ool?

I

.1,
,

.

.

,

.

Sp
,

97. How often do You come to school?

i

.

Sp
_

101. How.long does it take y6u to get hOme? ,

,

Sp

105. rly do you go to school?

,

I

!
Sp

,.

107. Why do you 'go .to church?

,

Sp

109. Why do you eat? .

..

Sp

111.1hy do you sleep? .

!

1 SR :
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struetures'function as units in, child speech. However, this

analysis does nit provide a qualitative answer to' the.question

relative to whether or not the speed of responding to infor-

mation-eliciting questions corresponds directly with measures

of oral language skills, but it does appear to support the

premise that thinking is a necessary condition for languaging

the responses to such questions.

4.3.2 Mixirg

Mixing, as used in this analysis, refers to the intrusion

of lexical, syntactic and semadtic systems of one of,the

child's languages onithose of his othox. ThiS analysis re-
,

vealed that the greatest number,ofJnixes %./ .1-c tabulated for

S4, whose English language sy.stein intruded more on that ofshis

Spanish than the reverse.. Because the questions were asked

in English first, a child's responses-in-Spanish may have

depended, in largeAteasure, owilis preceding risponses given

in English. The mixing .may have'been taught to the subjects

by their parents or teaCher or peers. The sophic;:_ted

teaching methods,.of the DISTAR program appeared to ):,,11/0 wipped

out as:much mixing aS possible in the responses of. Sl

and. S2. Nevertheless, McNamara (1967, p..69), warns us thr...t

instances of mixing are very abundant,in the language of young

children., and that such inrtances arc ;.rare than a more slip

of the'tongue. Besiges, mixing of t-he two. language system:z

does net interfere with communication in bilingual situations

Sl



with both English anO. Spanish interlocutors.

4.3.3 Code-Switching

Codeswitching, as defined in this analysis, refers to a

child responding in one of his langUages to'a question asked

in the other. Part of a bilinguals skill is his ability to .

switch, from one language toanother. No switching was recorded.

for Sl, S2,-and S3.. As with the pauses and the mixes, the

greatest nuMber of switches was tabulated for S4, who responded

100
to twenty-two questions in Spanish that were asked in English,

and -to two in English asked in Spanish. SS reSponsed to eight

questions in English which were asked in Spanish, and SG

responded to six in EngliSh asked in Spanish, and to one in

Spanish that.was asked in English.

We recognized the possibi14_ty that the constant require-

ment to switch languages could liave a disruptive effect en

production in both lanugages for this age.group, 'and tould

thereby wipe out differenCes associated with the aKlity to

structure responses in one language independent of ,the othdr.

We also-looked into the possibility of the. subjects translating

from one language to the other, This was a frequent occur-.

ranee because of the nature of the p'arallel questions asked.

Rastcally, i C a subjeet responded in English Lo'it question

asked in English, his task was to respond in Spanish to the

same question asked in Spanish, which' hc had rilready encoded

in Enaish. Ili's ability to translate, then, involved the

6 8



ability to map.English on Spanish in -such a way that the new

string in Spanish had the same or similar meanirigs as the

original response in English. "The key to the mapping is

Meaning; and mcaninl.is superordinate 'in thc two languages,

although related tb them bY the semantic networks of the two
,

languages" (McNamara, 1967, p..72). This dcscription of

translation, of co4rse, does not imply that every response in

Englih had an exact counterpart in, every reiponse in Spanish.

It merely states that the questions elicited the same infor-
.

?nation in both languages, and that the majority of the words

and phrase structu
/

es in responses given'to questions in

English were trans ated into corresponding.words and phrase

structures in Span sh as determined by ,reference to their-

meanings.

Other expla9itions for code-switching have been offered..

It could be that the child understood but. was only able to

respond in one of his languages. Or it could be that he may

have mnrc adequate vocabulary for describing certain in-

formation elicited in his second (or first) language than for

his first (or seconOl language?. This lack of code conscious-

ness was also found to be prevalent among six-and seven year-

old Texas children that Cervenka (1967) tef;ted.

5 3



ja
. Pl:'SULTS

0

The overall results of the data collected.and-.analyZed are
'

presented below, based on the extent tO which 6is investigatton

fulfilled the, seven needs expressed by the bilingual teachers who

precipitated this. stud7..

Need

,

The overwhelming majority of the verbalstructures in the

response& in both languages to.the same parallel, information

eliciting questroa's--arranged in an ascending order of diffi

culty--were the same or.v;:ry similar for all six bilingual chil
l.

dren entering school. The structures of these responses revealed

thac the same or similar covert mental operations, concepts and

skills were evoked, whether the question elicited the information

in English o in Spanish, and regardless Of:whether the response

was in English or Spanish. Therefore, this need vas fulfilled.

9.2 Need two

This need was to determine the extent to which the instru

ment could be.used to determine whether young SpanishEnglish

spefAing children were more prcficient in. vetbalizing concepts

and skills requisite for academic success in Spanish, or 1.1 English,

or enually proficient in both .in their first year of school, whether

the Choi)1 is bilingual or unilingual. The. results reveale0 lhat

one subject was more proficient in Spaalsh;

SI
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.proficient in both languages; and one was more proficient in EngliSh.

The use of the informationelicit.ing question instrument, there

fore, proved to be an effective technique for fulfilling this need.

.-5.3 tica Three

This 'need addressed the.prAlem of whether or not the use of

the informationeliciting question instrument was an' effective

technique.for determining the extent to which young ppanishEnglish

speaking children can handle the lower and tigher orer concepts

evoked equally well in, both languages or better. in 'one. Based on

the data analyzed and presented in Tables 1-6 and Table 7 !iA'the

Discussion section),'S1, S2, and S6 couldjiandle thellower and

higher order concepts evoked about equally well in biOth languages.

S3 could handle the lower order concepts evoked'abo4 equally well

.

in both languages, tut'showed a definfte pattern Of being able to

handle the higher order concepts elicited better in laglish. S4

could handle the lower order contepts evoked abdut equally well in

both languages, but she handled,the higher order concepts evoked

better in Spanish with incDeased.switching from English to Spanish

in her response:: to questions evoking the latter. .S5 seemed'to be

abTh to handle the lower order coffeept somewhat better in English,

Arnt apoeared to be able to handle the higher order'concepts some

what bv.tter in Spanish. It is ,to be noted that 53.S5 and Sh ex

perienced some difficulty in handling higher order conceptS in both

'languages. Consequently, the instrument can be effectively used

55
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for the purpose 02 fulfilling this-need.

5.4 Need Four

This'was an expressed need to develop ot chnique that could

effectively used to discover matgh_pr

verbal language and cognitive abilities alieady acquired by bi-

lingual children entering school, and thçise required for Academic

success in school related tasks. Reserch indicates that .the young

child needs to have acquired the cog tive uses of the covert men-

tal operations, concepts and skills, and verbal language structures

elicited and evoked by the eliciting-question instrument--at least

the lower levels--if he is to experience a measure of academic

success-in school related-tasks (Thurstone, 1963; Weikart et. al.i

))1971; Lillie, 1975). Sl, S2, and S4. had acquired these basic on-

cepts: classification (relational, descriptive, and generic),.

serral. ordering (of sizes, quantities, and qualities), spatial re-

lations (awareness of position, direction, and distance), temporal

relations (beginning
,

and ending of time intervals, ordering of
.

events, and different 'lengths oa time within time periods), and
,..)._ .

cauSe and effect relaiions. 'Although tiv: verbal structures in

some responses did not necessarily correspond to adult logic, they

were rudimeninry nnd typicnl of child thoughl 11- (hin'nge group.

Viewed in this manner, they had already acquIrce the verbal

gunge and cognitive abilities needed to match those reqn,ired for

academic success in school related tasks.



S3, S5, and S6-had acqui.red_the ability to verbally struc-

ture and express these Mental operations, concepts andskilla-

.. elicited by the instrument, in large melsure, at the lower revels;

but LI:ey experienced some .difficulty in expressing them at higher

leyela, particularly with temporal relations, higher order spatial;

relations, and to some extent, With serial ordering of quantities.

These results indicate,.at least, that these three children prob-

ably had not yet acquired the cognitive or mental abilities needed

to match those required for academic succeSs in school related',

tasks.

It is to be noted that these results corroborate,somewhat

the order of planetent of the subjects by their reapective/teachers,

based on their academic propess. The two first graderS (S1 and
.

S2)_,- Who were assigned to the above-average group by thelir teacher

performed better n response to the instrument than did/S3,
(

first grader assigned tO a group comprising the lower third of

his class.by his teacher. Two of the Kindergartners /04 and S6),
/.1

assigned to above-average groups in their classes byqtheir respec-

tive teachers, performed better than S5, a Kindergartner assigned

to the 'average" group by his teacher. Based on these resul.ts

and the analyses of the dara presented in Tables 12-7, this need

has heen

5.c 'eed Five

This need was to know the extent to which the technique of

7 3
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using information-eliciting questions would evoke 1-.Terbal

_

in the appropriaCe lafiguage, ani,the exteht to which the

responses

subjects

would mix their tWo languages and sWitch from one language to the

, other. The results of the data analyzed'in Table 61' revealed that

S1 and S2 responded in the appropriate 'language 'to all questions

asked,'and .that the four other subjects did so with some exceptions.

S3 did not switch from one language.,to the other; but he did -Mix
7

, .

English words with four of his responSes in SpaniSh. S4 mixed

lish words with seven of her responses in Spanish, "u'Sed the

SpaniSh conjunction Leleven times in one of her respen IA

English; twice answered questions in ,Engligh that were vskv.o

Spanish, and switched to Spanish eighteen times to quz-cions

asked in EngliSh. S5 and, S6 mixed Ehglish wordS thre% cimc. lch

in their responses in Spanish, nd switched eight anc cd:., ;..1 :.s

respectively to English in their esponses co questic-6 ;,,ked in.

Spanish, with thc.latter switching to Spanish one time in response

to a.question asked in English. Therefore, Ls need is fulfilled

to the extent that the results revealed that young bilingual Chil-2

en will mix and swit,ch languages in th'eir \responses to this in-
\..

strumntal technique.

5.6 Need Stx A

This need was co deL.ermin the extent to which thp use oC ths

ins.trumenlal techniques would reveal whether'or not the Subjects

(ere more fluent in -ne of their languages, or equally fluent /n

4
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both, as measured by 'the number of pauses .(seconds) ocurring after

was asked (after a three-second lapse of -time), and be-

fore the-responSe was initiated, and; the number Of pauves occur-

ring within.responSes. The results of the data analyzed in Table 6

clearly indicated that Sl, S2, and S6 were equally.fint in boUl

languages.- The greatest number of pauses recorded was for S4 4.n

.her responses to.questions asked in English. Then_ was

ficient number of pauses 'recorded for S5 to make.an adequaf-r judg

ment relative to fluency in either of the two languages. her

pauses did not-appeal.- to have adversely affected.her ,,,yerall pro-

duction in.dither language. If .there.is a relaiehip between

fluency, aS measured here, and language profJ.c.7'.ecy, these results,.

do not clearly establish ne. Therefore, till:, need was fulfilled

as expressed,

5., Ne A Seven

Tnis need had reference to learning how to liaten to and in-

terpvet the verbal responses of Young bi1ingu,7: children in the

teaching-learning situation that calls language forth, using in-

formation-eliciting questions that appeal to their senses, things'
.

they ean perceive in their physicaland social milieus. To the

extent the above six needs have been fulfilled, including the

various c,o,ilyses of the data prevented in Tables 1-7, the rvtew

of the relvted literature and the integration of it throur,hout Lhe

report, plus the.subsequent discussion, this.need has been fulfilled.,

7
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5.8 Bilingual.Ratiliks

- 'Based on:the data collected and analyzed, we used a modified -

version of the Spolsky-, Murphy, Holm, -and Ferrel (1972) language

assgssment criteria to assign a bilingual rating to each subject .

on a scale ranging from two to four. The ability of S4 to-struc-

ture her thought in her verbal responses to information-eliciting

questions in English varied,/but she seemed to do so in Spanish

more easily. Subjects 1, 2, and 6 seemed to be able tO structure

their thought in their verbal, responses to such questions equally

easily in both of his languages. There was a.variation in the

ability of 3 -and,S5 to-strucre their thought in 'their verbal
-

- I

responses to such quest1ois4n Spanishl but they seemed tp be able

\

.

to do so oce 'easily in English.
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DISCUSSION

This investigation had threefold purpose: (1) lo design

an effective instrument for questioning bilingual children entering

school (2) to use Chat instrument to determine whether or not the

language structures in their verbal responses\to a given set of

information-eliciting questions would reveal the covert mental op-

erations, concepts and oral language skills elicited ,in.English.

and in Spdnisk; and V-10 determine the extcnt to which the in-

strument could be used,to assess the'bilingual child's ability to

initially meet Che language and thought requirements for academic

success in school related tasks.

The nature of the investigation--the collection and analyses

-

of data--was based upon seveh needs expressed by e.arly childhood

bilingual teachers. The overall results indicate that these needs

were met as they relate to the threefold purpose of the study..

'This investigation is significant because it not only offers

a different approach to the study -of bilingualism in children'en-

tering sc ool, but also because of its potential.contribution to

bilingual esearch, and to planning to meet the needs of children

from bilingual homes with similar or different communica6.ye com-

,

petencies. In addition, it serves as a catalytic influence for,

stimulating additioaal research. It dispels the view that the

In1Liot mrach or mfmntch hciwycn whnt in rcquIrpd for suer(

1)cl:form:ince on nr.rldomle or Nchool reintcd tntpko by b11/Inr,nn1 ch1]-

dren is primarily, a language problem. Our data suggest' that it is

t. 61
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a combination of problems, including '(',a) the capacity.to consciously

attend to a convention; (b) the capacity to decode that.convention,

re-enco it, and verbally respond to it; (c) the capacity for

both inference and reference; and (d) the capacity to engage in

the joint attivity of conscious operational thinking, conceptual-

izing (symboI#ing), and.ianguaging. These capacities enable the

child to manifest his thought and experiences in either or both

of his. languages. For example, an information-eliciting question

(a convention in this case) evokes thought, which requires a set

of specified.components o mental-operations, which get back from
1,

languageby some very'Subts. form of conceptualization--precisely

\,

the structure of the-response that corresponds to each of the tom-
\

pOnents of'the thought process. In this manner, how the bilingual'

child'uses his languages as instruments of his thought is revealed.

6.1 Summary ConcluSions

Based upon the results of this investigation, as these relate.
'

to the threefold purpose, the following conclusions have been

extrapolated.

1. The questions were sufficiently open-ended to strongly

evoke mental operations, coneepts and oral language They

elicited sImple'information, greater accuracy of InCormation sup-

plied, greater rationality, and greater awareness of relationships

(Wilkinson, 1971; p. 108). In this manner, we were able to ob-

serve the 'conceptual manifestation of oral language skills and

'id
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infer the inner dynamics of the thought rirocess as revealed' in

the verbal structures of the responses.

2. We in4Stigated the already fO .med conceptual syStems of

subjects through their verbal rtructuring of the content ofthe

five basic conc..-.Tts: classification, eriation, i 1 relagions,

temporal relations, and cause and eflect relationships. The re-

sults revealed the match or miSmatch etween ghe language and

thOught processes they had already,acipired and those required. for

academic success on sChool related tasks. These results were based

on an analysis of the verbal knowledige of ready-made.languag.i,

structures, which enabled us to infT the covert mental operatioins

called into play from within as reveaNdin the concepts manifetted

and the oral language skills struc ured in the responses to the

I

questions asked.. In this manner, ILre were not only able to stndy
I

/-

the child's uses of his two languages, 1)t to study his intel-

,

1

/
lectual processes in the true senre as these relate to language

1

and thoug I

i

3. The instrument, in its. resent form, accounts'for.the

'following language and thought Components: (a) specified mental
.

operations Chat giv ;! birth to specified concepts, (b) thg ex-

pfession of these coocevto by structuring them in words based upon

the sensory material qtat the child had schematized in his physical

and social environment, .And.(ccoory experiences-which are es-
,

sential to thinking, concept formation, and receptive-expressive

;1
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languzige development. With these components, we were able to

study bilingualism in'children entering School jointly with the

study.of how they use their 0.40 languages to st'ructure their thoughts

and to conceptualize-their knowledge. We, theiefore, studied bi-

lingualism from a perspective other than the traditional which

usually puts the. process On the purely verbal plane--a perspective

uncharacteristic of child thinking.

4. We explored the relation of the concept to reality. In

this heuristic process, as.we analyzed the various phrase struc-

tures in the, responses, we were able to shed some light on V

-Vygotsky's (1962, p. 53) premise that the meaning of a giVen word

is approached through-another.Word. Therefore, what we discovered

through this operation was a record of the relationship in the

chil 's mind between previously formed families of words and phrase

structures. From these, we gleaned his.underlying concepts. In

other words, we diScovered something of the young-bilingual child's

ability to decode the information elicited and to fit it into and

interpret it according to his existing conceptual system in two

languages. This required a type'of mental operation which c$11 d

..,,

for the extension and reorganization of that conceptual system in

order LO transform the elicited information into ,a ver esponse

based upon already existing language structures. \!.111. further re-

quired Lhc chiAd lo com;clooNly altond to n conventOn rind

cognize it. Ilis joint activity was based on some. Ommon struc-
/ \

tures, functions, and properties of objects, even.s aiN situations

60
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thathad already been conceptualized. The child made series of

verbal expressions of these referents.by abstracting-ft m them

traits with which,they were perceptually fused.

In our-analysIs-we-d-i-d-not-d:tsregard-the-role-pIayed-by-the

symbol (word or phrase structure) in the concepts manifested; nor

did we simplify our analyses to the extent that there was not a

perceptual fusion of the information elicited, including 'the men-

tal operations, concepts and language skills revealed in the struc-

tures of the responses. This fusion was achieved by carefully

structuring the questions and arranging Chem in an ascendinglorder

of difficulty. This accounted for the complex problem of studying

the total process, which includes using bilingual subjects as their

own controls. The overall results revealed the relationship be-

,tween how the bilingual child u:n7:s his two languages to abstract

from his environment, conceptualize it; structure it in language,

and iriterpret it in terms of the mental ope

a

ations the queiztions

evoked. In this manner, this pproach enab(ed us to study soMe of

the .11problems" basic, personal concern to at least half of the

world's populaticA. This was done by investigating the function4

uses of the bilingual child's two languages. These'uses are-the-

products of the social demandr the child's culture has made on

him. These demands, we believe, affect not only the content rif

,A

HionOlt--his conceptualized exporicnresbut nlso his percp-

tions or mental operations. They a7so affect his ability to strut-

tpre and verbally express the convent: of the dynamics of his thought
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processeS and his acquired system of Organizing his cOacepts.

5. We combined traditional methods of studying bilingualism
,

in children entering school with a different approach. 'In this

,,...w.e-s-tudiedp.roblems- :re lated.-t o.-14ng-uage-i-n

xefers to mixing and switching from one language to the other, and

fluency.as,measuredby speed of response (Table 6). This was pos-.

sible because the subjects had both a single socioeconomic status

and a single level of coive development as determined by age,

and, in the case of three subjects, two different levels of language

development. Consequently, the results4of the data collectel,and

analyzed allowed us to assign bilingual ratings to each subject

accordine,, to specified criteria.

6: The proper structuring and sequencing of questions can

evoke both tile particular levels of mental operation and the con-

ceptual levels elicited. For this age-group, information is more

easily evoked by questions containing frequently used words, 'with

a higher proportion of concrete referents--things that appeal to ,

their sensory modalities--and a lower proportion of abstract

referents. The effect of this questioning procedure is a. direct

derivative of the extent to which a quest-on evoked the retrieval

and processing of a particular set of referential.associations.

7. A child was judt;ed to have developed a particular 'con-

cept In ; yiven paradir.m to the extent that ho decoded the taid(

strucLired by a certain question, reorganized it according to his

existing conceptual system, and.verbalized the information elicited..



The verbalization of elicited information, however, does not'gnar-

&itee that a particular concept has been mastered at more complex

levels. A child's mental r,perations triggered in a conceptual

entity may include all the op^rations that normatively define the

concept. Yet, the paucity of meaningful experiences associated

with the uses of the operations, or the quality of the e;:periences,

can make it difficult for the child to establish useful associa-

tipnal linkages. Whether a concept is meaningtul thus depends upon

the experiential background of the child, and also the semantic

structure'of the concept within the question asked. Informacion

'is more easily rotr,ieved, reorganized and fittrld into the existing

conceptual system, and verbalized when the child has a clear under-

standing of what is specifically asked for in a question. This

occurs when a question requires the child to relate the informa-

tion elicited to information lie has already adquired.

6.2 interpretation: Ad floc Analysis ,

Like any report of a scientific investigation unde7taken for

the first .time, we thought it to be appropriate to conduct an ad

hoc analysis, in orderto supply our readers with additional infor-

mat:I:on relative to those questionS which either failed to elicit

any informaiion or evoked dis!;onant TilCormation--meaning that he

respoilt;e given was not exactly the one elicited. It heips in the

interpretation of the data and accounts further for findings that

on the surface,may appear inconsistent.

8,3
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First, werccorded the independent comments uode by each

vestigator reDtive to each subject's responses, covcrt mental op-

erations, conccpts and si,111s. We then organized them according

to each of the two sulijects enrolled in the three independent pub-

licsschool districts. We made no attempt to analyze for age and

sex differences; we based this analysis on the,single factor rel-

ative to the children entering school for the first time during the

academic year e: 1:174-75. In the process, we reduced any idio-

syncratic froms of comments u!hich carried the same message to only

one statement. It is to be noted also that while much,of the:de-

tail in each investigator's comments is omitted, that detail is

not directly relevant to the question .bcing examined here; that

is,.'Mlich questions e. failed to elicit any information or

evoked disonant,lnformation?" Consequently, this analysis gives

the reader a general idea of the data which served to make up the

tabulations. To include all comments would.involve a reproduction

of the raw data, a not so plausible Alternative, albeit an inter-

esting one (Natalicio & Williams, 1971, p. 34).

It is to be noted that the positive comments relative to,the

luestions and to the subjects who gave cipropriate responses far

outnumbered 'those relative to information not elicited or erok,A.

The former are implicit in the laLLCr. This analysts provides a

description of each child's thought nil,: langu'ilgc baselines, aspects

which might also serve as the focus of attention in a bilirigual

instructional program. Since the primary purpose of oral language

8 1
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assessMent would.seem to be that of servijig as inpuc to instruc,
416,

tional programs, this analysis is particularly useful for the in

dividualization of.lan'kuage inslruction.

It also serves the investigator who might decide to replicate

this study or improve the instrument, because it offers some insight

into its shortcomings in its present form. In the process, it pro

vides the.futilre investigator,with additional data, which can be

used to analyze the nature of the problem, predict consequences,

hypothesize and explain familiar phenorierw, determine causal links

leading to predictions or hypotheses, explain and support prdic

tions, use factual knowledge to determine necessary and sufficient

conditions for assessmeAt, and verify predictions or hypotheses.

The.data presented in table 7 illustrtes specifically the number

of the corresponding questions (appendix ) that either failed to

elicit any information or evoked dissonant information. Since we

-

could not analyze ,information not given, only-the latter is.dis

cussed:herb.

In responi,7e to question 1133, (Wht kind of games do you like?),

Sl responded: "Football and baseb'all," and S2 responded: "dhi

.

nese jump rope." in response to the parallel queStion -#34 ( IQL le

close do juegos te gustan?), Sl rt.sponded: "Fu-/ tbol y BeJsbol,"

and S2 responded: "A'jugar peluto." in response ,to quesLiun #35

Whnt kind of IV prorams (10 you Me?), 51 responded: "Let's

.1take a :;ea1," and S2 responded: "Truth or Consequences." Ip re

uponse to the pnrallel question 1136, cpue clase de programas de

8 5
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TABLE 7: QUESTIONS EVOKING NO INFORION OR DISSONANT 'FORMATION

INFORMATION - ELICITING NO INFORMATION EVOKED

FSITflN O. S3 54 S

DISSBANT r.TOR1A1101. IRr.D

,

1

xx
13.

,

19. A,,.........

.

/ 5

,

17

29.
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37

33
Ij

,

34,,

35,,
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36. 1

47,

o,, * X
V. X

49. H .

50, x
,

52,

55.
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,
.

60., X
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x

65. :

66,

1111168, X

71, ,, =MIMI ;
72. - 1111 X

,
,
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7'75.

.
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1111111111111111
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1111111111111111
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111111111 'ix
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x
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52,
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.
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1111=111111111111
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television te gustan?), S1 responded: ."Chapulin," and S2 responded:

."Ayer siempre Habra un MAITana." 'AppaCently both,subjects could

handle the concepts at one level, but could not at a highei level

which required the chunking of descriptors dnto a generalized con

cept such as "cops, and robbfrs," "cowboys 6,r westernS," "cartoons,"

and the like. According to Vygotsky (1962, p. o), in perception,

in thinking, and in aciing, the child tends tomerge the most di

verse elements inco one lanarticulated image oa te strength of same

.chance expression. This is the result of a .tendency to cc,mpensate

for te paucity of wellapprehended objective relations by an over

abundance of subjective connections,

.bonds for real bOnds between things.

and to mistake chese subjective

Apparently S2 underStood questions #49 and 1160, (How did you

come to school?, and 6C6no liegaste a la escuela?), to mean With

whom. . .? and Cerl .? because her resPonses w.:re "With my

mother and .grandma," and ''Con mi mama'y con mi abue1:1" respectively.

These responses indicat% that the child was aware of who takes her

to school, but may not have been able to hatIdle ehe concept of

'manner or method as it refers to transportati"on. Her responses

to questions #101and #102, (How long do you stay in .school?, and

LQu tanto ti-e5F5t quedas en la'escuela?)i Were "Five days," and

"Gillet) 'd (as" respec The;.;o. responses Indlerae t hII C 1tU ch hi

had noL-.yeL mnster61 the concepL of lengths of Lime within Lime'

periods such as six hours pc:. day; 'hilthough she had the rudiments

of the generalized concept of temporal relations.

9 0
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sl h4a conceptualized the concept of bigness when it referre

to the school, as in questions #75'and 1/76, (HoW big i the school?,

and. tan grande es la escuela?), because he respended: "Very

big," and "Huy grande"' respectively. However, when asked questions

.#77 and #78,,(How big is your hOuse?, and 4Que tan grande es tu

casa?), he responded: "Ten feet tall" and "Diez pies pa arriba"

respectively. S9 responded to these questions (#77 and 1/78) using

more precise measures of height: ''About twelVe feet tall," and

"About.ten feet tall" respectively: She obviously realized that

the school is taller than her house.- However, her response was

"Grande" to both questions 1176 and 1178. Vygotsky (1962, p. 60)

argues that these-syncretic%relationships, and the heaps of objects

assembled under one word er phrase meaning, also reflect objective

bonds-in-so far as the latter coineide with the relations between

the child's perceptions or impressions. However, the child's and

the adult's meanings of a Word or phrase often "meet" as it were,

.

in the same concrete object, and this suffices to ensure mutual

understanding. Therefore, the height and size of an object may

be grouped or "heaved" together, because they are percelVed to-

r.

gether. This further indicateS.that syncretithinking is.the

lowest level o thought, baSed simply on perception witheue a logical

relratouHhip hcLwen Ow rarticIurc ;Ind nIlributcn of ohlvrIn.

The concept of an object such as a hoUse is learned as a set

of associatienal and descriptive features, iucluding its structure
\

(size nnd shpe), function (a plac.c. to live in, to sleep', eat, etc.),

and its propel ties (wOod, brick, coler, eec.). These referents
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are smantically related as Aty exist in space and time. They are

abstracted and mediated by words and phrases. However, if the

young shild has,. cached the Stage of thinking in complexities,

'such variety of as ociates offer greater possibilities.of refer

ential interference.

Consequently, questions eliciting information about objects

that hove the same features in common may evoke like responses

from the youngkhild. In addition, it is not atypical of child'

thought to equate bigness with tallness or height in reference to

concrete objects. It is equally impor lnt to note that these con-
1

.cepts trigger very similar mental operations but different language

representations. It is also important to no. that a child dods

not masLer. those Concepts until:he has reached the cognitive level

of,conservation, which normally-develops.at a*later age.

Based upon the responses given b.y S3 and S4 to question #1,

(What is in your house?), both understood in Lo mean at. Their

*responses were "A ear," and "Trees".respectiVely. Because en in

Spanish translates at, in, or on'in English they could have super

impo!-:ed,the Spanish meaning of en or the English in, and used it

to mean at. This was ugain observed in the response by S3 to the

parallel questionjn Spanish: " 4Que hay en tu casa? it' However,

ni.lther faulty translation nor misfriterprotatiou occnrred In their

responses to questions. #9 and_#11, and 1112, which included in and

en respectively. In reslIonse tP Qtjestions #31 and 1/32, both sub

jects indicated that there were no stores near their houses, after

haveing been asked if there were.

92
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JWhen asked.question 129, (Whose hou do you live in?), both

S3 and S4 responded: "White and, Yellow," and "Brown" respectively.
_

The same responses were given to queStions #37 and 1138, (What color

is your house?, and Li e que color es tu casa?). They apparently

understood "Whose. . .?';t4 mean "What color, . .?" S4 apparently

Amderstood

the Where in :citiestion en, (Where are your brothers

and sisters?), to mean Who, because her respon5.;'e in Spanish was
.,

"Lamo y Janie." S3 andf S4 apparently understood_"Hcw often. .'.?"

in question #99 to mean "F.Capp fast. . .?" and )Where. . .?" Their

responses were "Slowly" and "The table" respectively. To 11111
1-

(hy do you sleep?), Iler response inSpanish was "En la cama."

This indicates Jthat she apparently understood "Why. . .?" as

. "Where. .?" The reSPonse of S3, "Un plato," to question 1/100

(4Quo tan sequido comes?) indicates that he probably understood

/
it to ask "e.Cuanto pUedes comer?"

Young children do not, as they see it, fail to understand
own

such questions. ThA assign their A interpretations to- the

structures presented to them (Chomsky, 1969). In order to decode,

encode, and reccide /the particular information elicited by a ques
c,

tion, the child mut engage in- both inferential and referential

pxocesses which make ,:se of his knowledge of the general meaning

of words as well as his knowledge of the overall situation to

which a question as a whole refers (Jakobbvits,. 1969).
,

S6 gave an appropriate re:iponse "In the Louse," to.question

f.

#81, but whp a.4ked the pardllel question 1182 (ddride estan tus

75
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hermanos y hermanasn, she responded: ."No tengo hermanas.". How-

eve'r, her response to question 1163, (HOw many brothers and sisters

-do you have?), was "One brother and one sister," but her response

to the parallelluestion 1164 (ZCuz(tos hermanos y hermanas tieneS?),

was "No. tengo." The fact is she did not have any brothers and

sisters. Therefore her responses in English were syncietic, baSe!

on her perception of the meaning of-the .questions.

Questions 1133 and 1134.elicited similar responses from S5 as

did from S1 discussed above. He, too, could not chunk descriptbrs

into a generalized concept. S6 did not resPond to 1169 but respond-

ed.similarly, ."Grande," to #70 as did.S4 discussed above.

It appears that S4 translated the is. in question #47, (How

that

mother?), to mean the same as the es in Spanish when used

syntactic context,'because in her response she gave a

permanent characteristic or condition: "She's big." Hbwever,
_

/
when asked the parallel question 114, (4Como es`td tu-mamd% her

response was "Grande% y
/

mi papa esta mas grande que mi mam."

Besides the fact that her responses were based simplY,on percep-

tion, she apparently was not yet able to distinguish between the

uses of ser and estar in Spanish, her first language, which could

have caused the misconceptithl of the English in that syntactic

ConLext. Her response to question e49, ;(Uow did you come to

school?), was "Ilore andmore'and morc." This indicates that she

may have understood the question to ask "How often. . .Z" She

ave an appropriate responsb-in-SpanIsh to the parallel question #50.
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In her response to stion #63,-(Howmany brothers and sis-

ters do you have?); S4 listed sixteen proper names. She obviously

understood the question, but had not yet maStered the process of

grouping in terms of number. This viewyas further.supported by

her response to the parallel question #78, which. was."Muchos."

The responSps and lack of . responses by. S3 to questions #97-

#100 indicated that he had neither mastered the Concept. of "How

often. . .?" in English nor that of."1Que. tan seguido. . ..?" in

Spanish. However, he could handle the concept in Spenish, when

tantas veces. . .W was used as an alternate to questi9n

#98;.his reSpose was "Como trei." To 'qUestion #89, (How often

do you eat?), S4 responded: "The table."

TYpical c child thought for this age group were the responses

given by S6 to questions #111 and #112 (Why ao you sleep?, and

e Por que.duermes?): "Because it's night," and "POrque es noche"

respectively. These indicate that the child was not yet able to

relaie sleepiness with_the need to sleep, but rather associated

the needl-to sleep with night. This also indicates that she grouped

,-the meaning of the question at the sylitretie,level, and spontan

eously used because arid porque correctly. However, this does not

indicate that she knew how to use them deliberately, beeause she

was unable to reaLize that the question did not refer to the sep-

arntc Incts or. slc-cp nnd hut to a connnction betwevn sleep

and sleepiness. According to Piaget (1969, p. 171) entific
/

7-

Causality is not Innate, but structured little b little, and this
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process of consi:rucion presupPoses not only aa adaptation of the

; .

mind to reality kut also a correction of the initial egocentrism

of thought. thisinitial egocentric thOught- undergoes,a structural.

transformation.wift age aad experience and matbrOs into the logical

concept of cause and effeeL relationships.

\

Theory

Betause this investigation is a different approach to the

study of bilingualism in children entering school, and because it

includes a number of related findings, we thought it appropriate

to integrate these findings and formulate a relevant theory, which

emerged from an already existing, theory. Our objective was to make

the findings part of a comprehensive body of theOry. A creative

theory has the content of experience and the logic of experimen-

r.

tation to support it (Hawkins, 1965).. Based on this premise,

the thelory-that we abstracted from the findings of this investi-

---g.ation is "the verbal response to an information-eliciting ques-
.

tion the " that is, the structure in the verbal response to

an inforaiation-eliciting question is a lunction of consciously

attending to and theferception of a conventfbn, including both

the capacity for inference and for reference, which triggers the

liciAvnon or Nwer[ mrntla opernlIonm, ronceptti nrm orni-innminge

skills already acquired Ly theNrespondent. This theory 4s ecfually

applicable to the creative process, since the creation of afnew

idea usually emerges from relating and reorganizing old points
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in such a way :that-they, rive birth to a new or different one.
4

In short, it.accounts for which forms of eliciting questions

evoke Which verbal structures that manifest what concepts and oral

language kii1s that trigger Which mental operations in the responses-4

of the child.

As conceptualized in-this study,^these three cognitive tasks

vert mental,operation, cond4t and skill reVelation, and the

verbaistructuring of.responses) have several things in common.
*

First, the mastery Of cperat.Lon eicIted by the question is re-

uired to reveal tl-e oNiert concepts and skills as structured by

the fesponses. This.entails a sequence of steps. For example,

in order to conceptualize and structure responses to questions

arranged in a hierarchy difficulty, the. operations need to be

mastered in a certain.sequential order: generic classification

combined with differentfation, which involves 4etermihing the\

basis ..for classifying and labeling, which involves creating su7

perordinate classes.

Indirectly, this conception of the hierarthy of difficulty

in level's of mental operations also involves the principle of .

rotation of a:;similation and accommtidation (Taba, 1967). 'This

pri.nciple that the information elicited by the question

18 al fl st. i i qo and Intel-Or-clod according Lo Lho exInlIng

conceptual system. This is followed by a type of mental operation,

which calls- for the extension and reorganization of that concep-

tual.system in pt'der to transform the elicited inforMation into
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a verbal response ipased upon the existing language structure. In
. r

.deterMlning cause and effect relationshipa, for example,..r.ela

. e
points Co each other requires a certain degree of high level men

,
. ,

tal activicy to structure the resPonse that explains the associa

tions already acquired.

This means that the nature of the mental operations, concepts

, and skills, and Ale structures of the responses depend uponNthe
=

nature Ofithe eliciting questions. Each conceptual focus
,o

classification, setiaticin, spatieltemporal relations, and causal
;

relations) requires a. special set of questions and a special,se
,

quencing of them. Each question is designed to elicit a.speeial

-

kind of overt activity (nanifested in the strUctures of the responses)

which in,turn fosters or requires the -covert mental optration, such

'as differentiation in the case of listing and seeing causal rela
f

tions in the case of explaining associations. 'theie covert mental:.
9

operations are the bases which deterMined the sequence of the

eliciting questipns.. For example, in the task of generic clas

,

sifying, the first question takes the form of "What is in your

house?" This calls for listing of items already conceptualized.

From there the child/must decide,, what belongs together. This
07

overt activity calls for identifying items commonly,found in the

home. These items become the basis for classifying.. Finally, it/

is n4cessary ro label the classifications or ttructure them in

verbal language.

In these operations each step is a prermuisite for the next one.
_

9 8 .
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Ont cannot label until Some prior classifyinvhas taken place and

One cannot classify'until the'items have been differentiated.

For the cognitIve'task of.seeing causal relations, the Overt

activities are tifying twints,and explaining these identified

ms. These idturn require the covert mental operations"-of dif-

-ferentiating and comparing: An elicihng question is .11,/hy do'you

eat?" Such'a question requires the-child to retrieve relevant i

formation, and use available. information in order to Structure his '

responses in prder to explain the causal relations.

qt

6.4 Pedagogical ApplicatIons.

Since the primary purpose of asseising bilingualism kn chil7

dren entering school,would seem to be, that of serving as an input.

.'1

to.bilingual-education programs, the results of this investiga7

tion are,particularly'useful for the individualization of bilingual

i

instruttion. An effective technique'of,questioning childjn is

offered, whether the school is bilingual or unilingual.

.Although the eliciting-queslion instrumen' is by:no ways com-

plete,'as suggqted by'Taba (1967),, the question forms in this in-

strument can also serve specificA3edagogical functibn. They can

focus the child. They set thn stage for both-the kind of' mental

operntion .to be performed nd the content on :Olich this.operntion

is to be .performed: In other words, the questions tell the .child

vihat he is to tnlk uhout (such .as people, material things or oh.-

jeCts, events and'situations that encompass his interactions in

81
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his wprld., ceighborhood and sehool). They, also tell him.

-

what he is to do- with the cOnte:it (whether he f,s to classify,

seriate, point out spatial relations or temporal relations, and

cauSal links).
4

Another pedagogical function is that of extenCilg,on the same

level. For example, after a child has responsled to a certain

ques'fion, it is important to encourage him to go beyond whgt has

.been,given by asking questions such as %That else is there?"

"What do you do befere you eat .dinney?" "What-de you do after

you eat dinner?" "Which days don't you go 'to school?" 'Why
1don't

.

. -
.

you go to school on Saturdays'?", In order to'fencourage others 'to
. . . -.

40,

add thein ideas in gi-oup situationa,, the teacher can seek additional

information on.already established levels of thought in order to '

elaborate and categori.ze information already provided.

'Finally.there is a. pedagogical function of Making a transitipn

from one level Of thought Cb another, such as from generic classi

fication te determining causal relations--both spatial and temporal--
,

by analyzing, comparing, and explaining certain items in identi

fled-, information. According to Taba, this is a method of changing

the fo6us or liftim of thought to anotlLer level.

This instrument can be adMinistered to bilingual or uni/ingual

children entering school early In,Lhe academic calendar yenr. Thls

.wOuld allow the teacher to determinc:the.match or mismatch between
.

the language.and thought processes reqpired to experience a measure

of success with schopI related tasks and those already acquired by.

100.
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the children at the time they enter schooi: ;this would aid in the

proper planning and sequencing of learning and teaching experiences,

including the establis4ng Of criterion-referenced'objeCtives and

the.arrangement of a learning-teaching situation that calls lan-

guage forth and evokes reaeoning processes. The instrument as a

Whole of itS stIbparts ,can again he administered intermittently

during the school year to determine developmental progress, and

'again at the end of the year 'to determine overall conceptual and

language development as,related to instruction and learning.

6.5 Suggestions for ?Xtensions II

We suggest Chat an improvement over the, informgtion-eliciting

question instrument would be to include saMples of 4.hildren's,

questions of the same age group as the subjects, from similar so-

cioeconomie backgrounds. This would.allow the researcher to com-
e

pare the.covert mental operations, concepts.and oral language skills

of children when they ..,are asked to respond to an adult convention

or standard With those given to a child convemtion. We also.sug

gest that the,planners'Of programs concerned withthe'education

of young bilingual children replicate till's study with a represen-

tative sample of the population to be served, in order to match

the langunge nnd thought processes required for acadeMie success.

on School related tasks with.those that the children have already

:Winfred. The re:iult.or mkeh n .iitudy would provide'freHh oyld'ence

and '!.nsights for implementing suc)i programs. If Chis-investiga-
E. , .
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tion only serves as a cataltie influence for stimulation other,
v.

relative research, our mission would have been accompliShed.
\\

The experience and insights gained from thisin-

vestigationvestigation suggest the desirability.and the plausibility of_ cOn-

tinuing the developmentand refinement orthe instrument. How-

'ever, we vise that caution be applied in the utilization of the

results of this investigation. In any assessment'procedure, chil-.

dren may have abilities for whgch there is no oaasion, hnd lack

abilities for occasions i.ntri wIlch they are faced. In addltion,

caution shoukdbbe used in generalizing these results across the

larger populatiori. In spite of the premise that linguistic repre-

sentacions may be quite constant across indivieuala in a_given

culture, the meaning imbedded in a child's response to 4 con-

vention will reflect the idiosyncrasies of his individual experience.

rt-
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INFORMATION-EIACITIliG QUESTIONS

Cla'ssifiCA,ion

1, ,.What-.i ih your house?:

. .-'1 :..

s2. iQue hay.en tu casa?
. 2.

3. What is in your classroOM?

4.. iQu'4'hay. tu cuarto?

_5. What do you do'at home?

6. iQu haces enja casa?

7. . What do you d4t school?

8. Mue, haces en la escuela?

9.. 'What do .children do in the classroom?
.

'ao. CQue hace& los nirios en la claSe?

11.. What 'd'o you see in the classroom?

12. iQue ves eh el cuarto?

13: What'do yOu see'iri the yard?

14.4Que ves-en.1a yarda?
I

15: What. do children, see'in the. classroom?
.

4gue von los niiios.en el cUarto?;

17.-0 Who is your teacher?

18. Quien'es tu maestr:?

19. Who is ko,tirImpthet?

20. 4Quan es tu'mam6.7

21. tho .u.r.o your Crionds?

22 . e60,4n's ins amfgos?
,

23. /Who. are the ghildrerrt,iau play '4ith?

24. d(2uidnes son los nirios con qUe :,?gas?

f 0.0
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1.1%.4 ycy IA 4.

26. dCon -quines juegas en 'Ia-escupla?

27. Who do you live with?
.

23. Corr quien vives7

2. Whose 'house. dO you live in?

30. eDo, qualen es la casa donde vives7

31; ;IS there a stpre near -your house?

Whose store is it?

t.cIIay una tj.enda derca de. tu casa?
,k

eDe quicln es la tienda?

33.. What kindrof games do ybu like?

34. 'Que
,

clase d .juegos te gust'an?

35..! Wh.at kindof 77. prorgrdms clo you l'ike?.
36. -dque clase de- programas de teleViSiOn

87.Wha.t *color is your house?

:38..' dDe qUe 'boaor e.s tu. casa.?

39. What color are :the trees?

40.. eDe qug. colores riorit.los arboles?

te guStan?,
;

41. Whza can -You .tell me about this 9range?

42. '1Quel. md" puedeg, decir de .eSta narard a?

43. __.-What s:hapa, is (the orange)?:

eQue forma .tiene. (la naranja.)?

45. What shape is a*-ball?

46. gdQue'foi-ma es una pelota?

47. 'Hoy/ your mother?.:
,

48.- 6Corno. estd, tu mama?

A 5



49. Howdid you come to scrol?,
,

50. e.Como legaste a 'la escuola?

51 . HoW does 'water ftel?
,

52. .Cc.irno siente el' agua?,

4 .

SOrial Orderi.ng-
b.

53. What size are'ybur-shoes?

54.'ilQuertamario-son tus zapatos?.

,55. What size oi stioRs does y,our mother wear?

56 d.Qqo Lamano de zapatos usa tu mama?.
,

57, Which-ig bigger, a .dog or a horse?
. ..

58, 4Cuzi1 ,m6e.grapde, tn perro o Ur: cKbrallo?

.
'59. Of all the games wR pltp,y in schodt, which one (16 yoU like'

the best?
-

1

604 De todos.los juegos clue Suegas.en la eScuela, 4cUal te

gusia =Is?
:.-

61': How many-things are On your siFeet?"
. .

62. .tCuaratas 'Cosas hay en td cane?.
.

e

63.. How Many 'brothers and sisters do yclu heZ

.64..4iCuantos hermanos.yhermanasitienes?-

65. tHoW mUch money do you have?..
(0"

66. .eQue .tanto dinepo tienes?
-

67. How muCh-mbney:does your mother .11a.Ve'?

68: "4.QUe. Lan Lo Ai no ro Liene Lu .maTa? .

. e ,
A

'69, ,Ilow'much waLer can, yoil drink?..

f .

70. 6Que tanta agua pqedes tomarieci

88-
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gTI, How 'much do .you weigh?

7 2 . 4Que tanto pesas?

73. .ilow much does a car weigh?

74. e Que tanto pesa un Carto?

75. How big is the school?

76.-1Qtle tan grarlpe qs-la-escuela?

77. How big is your house?

'78. Que tan grande es tu casa?
A

Spatial Relations 4

79.. .Where is your mother?

,
80. i.DOride esta tu mama?'

81. Where a're yOur brothers 'and sisters?,.,.
. .

,

82.. 2. poride estan .tus ,hertnanos''y fiermans?

83. Where b you eat?

84 . tide- coMets?'

8.5.. Where do you sleep?

7 , .
36; 4Donde duermes?

87. How .far do you live frem .here' ?
,

88 : d Que 1:an lejos :viyes de aqui?

.89. How far is' the school from.your house?

90. JQiie tab .leos e
/

Sta la escuela de tuifibas a?

T(Ifilpir.:11 Rol

9.1
. Which days do -you come LQ school?;

. . / .. /

.92. dCualos dias vionos a la uscuela?

93. When, do yoki go to school'?
., ,...

1 .

94. .clCuarido .vas a la. esbuela?

89.
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: 95. °What do you dO when you get home'froM School?

96. eQuelhaces cuando llegas de la escuela?

97. How often do;you come'to s,chool?c

ps. I.Que-,tan'seguido vienes a.la escuela?

99. How often do you eat?

100.1Que tan seguido comes?
,

,...,

101. How long do you stay in schOol?
.

. .

.'s.

IO2.dQue.tanto tiempo te queda's' enla escuela? s
, .

\ .
6,

4

103. How long does it take you to get home?

104iQue tanto .tiempo-duras loara ,Ilegaf a la casa?

ep _

Course and_Effect Relations

, 10;

105. Why.do you go to: school?

lOG.Lor Clue'vas a la eScuela?

1071. Why do you: go to churCh?
v, -

103.6Por que vas a la igIesia?

;109. Why do' you eat?

-.110.1Por que cdMes?

11.1. WHy do you- sleep?y

112.dRof que duelynes?
/ 1

a
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